
ABSTRACT 

HUSSAIN, MD MAHMUD. Stable Affinity Ligands from Hyperthermophilic Scaffolds: 

Applications to Macromolecular Purification. (Under the direction of Dr. Balaji M. Rao). 

 

We have designed highly stable affinity ligands derived from hyperthermophilic archea and 

bacteria for engineering molecular recognition using yeast surface display and mRNA 

display in conjunction with Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS). Our model targets 

include a small molecule fluorescein, C-terminus peptide of β catenin, a cyclic peptide Brain 

Natriuretic Peptide (BNP32), hen egg lysozyme (HEL), rabbit IgG and a plant virus called 

Red Clover Necrotic Mosaic Virus (RCNMV). We demonstrate the use of these binding 

proteins in the context of macromolecular and virus purification. We also show that the 

binders obtained from what we call the “super-library” have higher or similar affinities than 

those from a library with three orders of magnitude greater overall diversity, but derived by 

randomizing a single, previously validated scaffold (Sso7d). Our results underscore the 

advantages of using an ensemble of hyperthermophilic scaffolds for library construction - the 

use of multiple scaffolds increases the topological diversity in the library. Taken together, 

this approach produces a combinatorial library of higher quality.   Our results are particularly 

relevant since current screening technologies sample only a fraction of the theoretical 

diversity generated by randomizing 10-15 residues.  Further, mutant proteins from multiple 

scaffolds described in this study have favorable properties such as low molecular weight (< ~ 

10kDa), high thermal stability (Tm> 74 °C) and ease of recombinant expression in E. coli. In 

addition, the Sso7d-based RCNMV-binding protein (RBP) was used to purify RCNMV from 

plant extract, using a variation of affinity chromatography called “avidity chromatography”. 

In this scheme, RCNMV from plant extract is captured on a nickel column that is pre-loaded 



with hexahistidine tagged RBP. The highly avid interaction between RCNMV and 

immobilized RBP ensures efficient capture of RCNMV despite modest binding affinity 

(KD ~ 100 nM) of the RBP-RCNMV interaction. This purification scheme eliminates the 

need for harsh elution conditions that are typically required for affinity chromatography of 

viruses and also eliminates the need for chemical conjugation of the affinity ligand to a resin. 

Further, the 7 kDa RBP has high thermal stability (Tm ~ 83 °C) and can be recombinantly 

expressed at high yield in E. coli.  
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Chapter 1 

Engineering Molecular Recognition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2 

Molecular Recognition 

Molecular recognition refers to highly specific and non-covalent interaction of one 

biomolecule with another (Protein-protein, protein-nucleic acid). Essentially, proteins (large 

multi-domain antibodies of 150 kDa or as small as less than 10 kDa) serve as the molecular 

recognition reagent i.e. the affinity reagent. Examples include, antibodies recognizing 

(binding) peptides derived from pathogens in the humoral immune system and numerous 

cell-surface receptors binding their cognate ligands. Molecular recognition can be mediated 

by all possible combinations of van der Waals force, hydrogen bond, hydrophobic and 

electrostatic interactions. Such biomolecular interactions are key steps to cellular processes, 

biomolecular detection, quantitative measurements and purification of targets of interest. 

Depending on the application, targets of interest can be as wide-ranging as small molecules 

through peptides, proteins and even virus. Traditionally, antibodies are used as the affinity 

reagents in purification or immunoassays like quantitative Western blot. Nevertheless, there 

are certain attributes of antibodies like their large multi-domain structure, presence of di-

sulfide bonds, tedious and expensive generation process limit their use. Other than historic 

reason, lack of stable and robust alternatives to antibodies is the leading cause for widespread 

use of antibodies as affinity reagents. 

 

Antibodies and antibody-based molecules as natural binders 

Antibodies or Immunoglobulins are large (~150 kDa), multi-domain proteins (Fig 1.1). 

Evolution has equipped mammalian immune system with a highly diverse repertoire of 

immunoglobulins [1]. Immunoglobulins recognize their binding partners through the 
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mutations in the six hypervariable loop regions, called the Complementarity Determining 

Regions (CDRs). Undoubtedly, antibodies have been most widely used binding molecules in 

fundamental research, biotechnology and medicine [2]. Up until 20 years ago, antibodies 

generated in the immune system was the sole source of obtaining affinity reagents for a given 

target species [2]. The oldest approach to generating affinity reagents involves immunizing 

vertebrate animals such as mice or goats with the target (antigen) of interest. The immune 

system of the animal then generates antibodies that bind specifically to the target. The 

antibodies generated in this fashion are typically heterogeneous in nature and bind to 

different regions (epitopes) on the antigen, and are referred to as polyclonal antibodies 

(PAbs). While the use of PAbs as affinity reagents is very common, variability of the 

immune response in animals and the heterogeneity of PAbs can cause significant lot-to-lot 

variability in PAb reagents. Also, generation of PAbs is an expensive process. The problem 

of variability in PAbs can be overcome by the use of hybridoma technology to create 

mammalian cell lines that produce monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), i.e. defined antibodies 

binding to a single epitope on the antigen. However, generation of cell lines is tedious, time 

consuming and expensive. The recombinant production of antibodies in bacterial systems has 

been reported. However, this has proved to be difficult in general due to the large multi 

subunit disulfide-bonded structure of antibodies, which also leads to low stability. Thus both 

MAbs and PAbs suffer from low stability and high cost of production. On the other hand, 

advances in the field of protein engineering have enabled scientists to create molecular 

diversity in vitro from antibody, antibody-based molecules or protein of non-

immunoglobulin origin [2]. For instance, single chain variable fragments (scFv) have been 
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successfully engineered against various targets with subnanomolar or even picomolar affinity 

and high specificity [3-6]. However, conflict with intellectual property over antibodies also 

present a challenge to engineering antibodies in many applications [1]. Besides, for non-

therapeutic applications, immunoglobulin framework is not necessary [2]. In order to address 

these issues associated with immunoglobulins, non-immunoglobulin or the so called 

„alternate scaffolds‟ have emerged. 

 

The alternate scaffold paradigm 

In order to circumvent the limitations of antibodies, over 50 different alternate scaffolds have 

been reported so far [1, 2]. Analogous to the mutations in the CDR region of the antibodies, 

mutagenizing certain residues on non-immunoglobulin small proteins (~10 kDa) can present 

enormous diversity in the topological framework of the given protein. An alternate scaffold 

can be thought of a „template‟ protein that can tolerate mutations to certain amino acid 

residues and give rise to a library of mutant proteins. Desirables properties of a scaffold 

proteins include small size (~ 10 kDa), lack of di-sulfide bond(s), high thermodynamic 

stability, facile expression in E. coli in large titers and above all, their ability to give as high 

specificity and affinity towards the „target‟ of interest as an immunoglobulin binder. In recent 

times, alternate protein scaffolds have been successfully engineered for molecular 

recognition in therapeutics, in vivo diagnostics, intracellular targeting, co-crystallization, 

purification of MAbs, inhibition of proteases, antagonists to receptors as well as antidotes for 

neutralizing intoxicating agents [1, 2]. 10th domain of the human fibronectin type III [7], 

DARPins [8, 9], Affibodies [10, 11], Avimer [12], AdNectins [13], Lipocalins [14], Affilins 
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[15], Knottins [16] are examples of some of the non-immunoglobulin scaffolds that have 

been engineered for molecular recognition for a wide range of targets and hence applications. 

The most recent addition to these alternate scaffolds is the hyperthermophilic protein Sso7d 

from Sulfolobus solfataricus, which has been engineered for molecular recognition against a 

wide range of targets [17]. Because of its hyperthermophilic origin, binding molecules 

obtained from mutagenizing ten solvent-exposed residues on Sso7d are highly stable in terms 

of melting temperature (as high as 103
o
 C), resistance to Guanidine hydrochloride 

denaturation and maintaining secondary structure under extended incubation in extreme pH 

condition [17]. Tolerance to extensive mutations (~16% residues) of Sso7d is not surprising 

owing to its hyperthermophilic origin. Indeed, it has been shown previously by the Arnold 

group that highly stable proteins are more tolerant to a wide range of mutations [18]. Yeast 

surface display in conjunction with Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) was used to 

obtain binding molecules from a combinatorial Sso7d library. A few other state-of-the art 

technologies for protein engineering are discussed below. 

 

Display technologies for engineering molecular recognition 

Mainly, there are two approaches to protein engineering: one is rational design and the other 

is directed evolution. In the rational design approach, specific amino acid residue(s) of a 

protein is replaced by another residue and thus a mutant protein is created. The product of 

such an approach is a point mutant because only one amino acid is substituted in the 

sequence of the wild type protein. Point mutation can be introduced to significantly alter the 

biophysical properties of a protein [19]. Contrary to rational design, directed evolution 
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employs random mutagenesis and/or gene recombination to create mutant libraries [20]. 

Simplistically put, directed protein evolution can be thought of evolution in test tubes. The 

idea is to isolate the best pool of mutants that have the desired property which the other 

billions of mutants don‟t have (Figure 1.2). Just the way natural selection favors certain 

phenotypes and rejects others, directed protein evolution also applies a selection pressure on 

the library of mutant proteins. For engineering molecular recognition, the selection pressure 

can be successive lower concentration of the target, slower dissociation rate and/or stringent 

wash condition of the protein-target complex. In random mutagenesis, any amino acid 

residue can be replaced by 19 other amino acids either at given positions or completely 

randomly at any position. Gene recombination by DNA shuffling is also an elegant way of 

creating molecular diversity [21]. A combinatorial library can also be created by 

mutagenizing only selected residues on a protein template instead of mutagenizing randomly. 

Point mutation is achieved by site-directed mutagenesis and with the current techniques in 

molecular biology, the protocols for performing site-directed mutagenesis is relatively 

straightforward. Screening for the best mutant from a combinatorial library, however, is 

challenging. The challenge is to isolate the mutants with improved properties at each stage of 

selection. This challenge is overcome by „Display Technology‟. Display technology links the 

protein (phenotype) to its nucleic acid moiety (genotype), either using a cellular platform or 

in a completely cell-free environment. The first of its kind was phage display invented in the 

mid 80‟s by George P. Smith [22]. This method uses bacteriophage to express the foreign 

gene library as fusion protein on phage surface. Bratkovic discussed the progress in phage 

display techniques and its applications in his recent review [23]. Phage display has been 
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extensively used in antibody engineering. Yeast Surface Display (YSD), developed by KD 

Wittrup came into picture in the late 90‟s [24]. YSD has been particularly useful because it 

uses eukaryotic protein processing machineries and thus enables expression of mammalian 

proteins with post-translational modifications better than phage display [24]. In YSD, the 

gene library is expressed on the surface of the yeast as a fusion protein to Aga2p mating 

protein of the yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Figure 1.3). Another display technique, 

called messenger RNA display is different from the former two in that mRNA display is 

completely a cell-free, in vitro platform. Ribosome display is also a cell-free display 

technique. Lipovsek et al presented a review on the latter two display technologies [25]. Binz 

et al [2] enumerated a list of protein scaffolds that were engineered for molecular recognition 

alongside the technology that was used for their selection.  
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Schematics of an antibody. V and C refer to variable and constant regions, 

whereas subscripts L and H refer to light and heavy chains, respectively. Disulfide bonds are 

shown as –S-S-, CDR denotes Complementarity Determining Region. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Outline of a directed protein evolution strategy 
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Figure 1.3: Yeast surface display as a platform to link genotype to phenotype. The mutant 

protein is expressed on yeast cell surface as a fusion to Aga2p subunit of yeast 

Saccahromyces cerevisiae. Aga2p is in turn linked to the Aga1p subunit of yeast mating 

protein a-agglutinin. Aga1p anchors the entire assembly on yeast such that the fusion protein 

can interact with other molecules in solution [24]. 
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Abstract 
 

We generated a library-of-libraries, or a combinatorial “super-library”, of ~ 4x10
8
 proteins by 

randomizing surface accessible residues on seven different non-immunoglobulin scaffolds of 

hyperthermophilic origin.  Binding proteins with high specificity and to a diverse set of model 

targets could be isolated from this super-library. Interestingly, the pool of highest affinity binders 

for each target contained proteins derived from a distinct subset of scaffolds, suggesting that 

certain scaffolds may be more suited to generate binders to a specific target. Also strikingly, 

binders from the superlibrary have higher or similar affinities than those from a library with 

three orders of magnitude greater overall diversity, but derived by randomizing a single, 

previously validated scaffold. Our results underscore the advantages of using an ensemble of 

hyperthermophilic scaffolds for library construction - the use of multiple scaffolds increases the 

topological diversity in the library, and due to their higher tolerance to mutation, 

hyperthermophilic proteins are likely to yield libraries containing fewer misfolded mutant 

proteins.  Taken together, this approach produces a combinatorial library of higher quality.   Our 

results are particularly relevant since current screening technologies sample only a fraction of the 

theoretical diversity generated by randomizing 10-15 residues.  Further, mutant proteins from 

multiple scaffolds described in this study have favorable properties such as low molecular weight 

(< ~ 10kDa), high thermal stability (Tm> 74 °C) and ease of recombinant expression in E. coli. 

Therefore, we expect that proteins based on these scaffolds will be useful for applications in 

research, biotechnology and medicine.  
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Introduction 

Highly specific molecular recognition is of great importance for a broad range of applications. In 

particular, antibodies are commonly used as binding proteins in research, biotechnology and 

medicine. The immunoglobulin framework of antibodies can give rise to highly specific binding 

proteins for a wide spectrum of targets through mutagenesis of hypervariable loop regions called 

the Complementarity Determining Regions (CDRs). However, due to their large multi-subunit 

structure with multiple disulfide bonds, antibodies have relatively low thermal and chemical 

stability. They cannot be easily produced in common bacterial expression systems, resulting in 

relatively high cost of production.  Further, the generation of antibodies for new targets through 

the frequently used procedure of immunizing animals is a lengthy and tedious process, with no 

guarantees of success. 

Analogous to generation of antibodies through mutagenesis of CDRs, binding proteins 

can also be generated by altering the amino acid composition of certain regions in 

nonimmunoglobulin scaffold proteins. Indeed, the generation of binding proteins from over 50 

different protein scaffolds has been previously reported [1, 2]; the more widely cited among 

these alternate scaffolds include the 10
th

 domain of fibronectin [3, 4], DARPins [5, 6]and 

affibodies [7, 8]. Binding proteins based on alternate scaffolds can offer several potential 

advantages over antibodies; these include low molecular weight, high stability and easy 

recombinant expression at high yields in bacterial systems. In spite of these significant 

advantages, antibodies remain the most widely used proteins for molecular recognition 

applications. Indeed, despite being poorly characterized and potential lottolot variability, 

polyclonal antibodies generated by immunizing animals are arguably the most common affinity  
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reagents for research applications. This is, in large part, due to historical reasons; highly specific 

antibodies for a diverse set of targets including proteins, peptides, post-translational 

modifications in proteins such as phosphorylation and haptens have been generated, highlighting 

the remarkable plasticity of the immunoglobulin framework. On the other hand, fewer data exist 

on binding proteins from specific alternate scaffolds.  It is plausible that randomization of a small 

scaffold protein may not provide the topological diversity required to reliably obtain binders to 

all targets. Further, screening strategies used to isolate binders from a combinatorial library of 

scaffold mutants sample a small fraction of the theoretical diversity arising from randomization 

of the scaffold. For instance, randomization of 12 residues on a scaffold results in a theoretical 

diversity of 10
15

, while the largest combinatorial libraries have a diversity of 10
12-13

 mutants.  

The likelihood of isolating binders through randomization of an alternate scaffold protein 

is greatest when the resulting library has few misfolded proteins due to deleterious mutations, 

and includes large topological diversity as obtained by altering the amino acid composition of 

CDRs on antibodies. Highly stable proteins are more likely to be tolerant to mutation and retain 

their native structure. Consequently, they are highly evolvable and are excellent candidates for 

use as scaffolds [9]. Indeed, we have previously shown that highly stable binding proteins for a 

wide spectrum of targets can be isolated from a modestly-sized library (~ 10
8
 mutants) generated 

through mutagenesis of the Sso7d protein from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus 

solfataricus [10]. Notably, Sso7d-based proteins have high thermal stability, are resistant to 

chemical denaturation and can withstand pH extremes. Here, we hypothesize that a library 

generated through randomization of multiple stable scaffolds will result in greater topological 

diversity and is, therefore, more likely to yield binders to a given target than a library derived  
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from a single scaffold. To assess this hypothesis, we generated a combinatorial “super-library” of 

scaffold proteins or a “library-of-libraries”, by randomizing secondary structure elements of 

seven different proteins of hyperthermophilic origin. Based on structural data, 10-15 surface 

accessible residues on each scaffold were randomized to generate a super-library of ~ 4x10
8
 

mutants. Subsequently, we isolated binding proteins for five different model targets – including a 

small organic molecule, linear and cyclic peptides, and proteins – from this library. Binding 

proteins from five out of the seven scaffolds in the super-library were isolated in our screen. 

Interestingly, the pool of highest affinity binders for each target contained proteins derived from 

a distinct subset of scaffolds, suggesting that specific scaffolds may be optimal for generating 

binders to a given target. Thus, scaffold diversity may be advantageous from the perspective of 

designing a combinatorial library suitable for isolating binders to a wide spectrum of targets. To 

further explore the role of scaffold diversity, we compared the affinities of binding proteins 

isolated from the super-library with scaffold diversity, and a library with significantly higher 

sequence diversity, but derived from a single scaffold – the Sso7d protein that has been shown to 

be a highly versatile scaffold. Strikingly, our results show that binders to two different targets 

isolated from the super-library of 4x10
8
 mutants have higher target-binding affinities than those 

isolated from a library of ~ 5 x 10
11

 Sso7d mutants.  Taken together, our results show the 

importance of scaffold diversity in the design of combinatorial libraries from alternate scaffolds. 

Our results also highlight the effectiveness of hyperthermophilic proteins as alternate scaffolds 

for generating highly specific binding proteins. Mutant proteins derived from multiple scaffolds 

described in this paper have several desirable properties such as low molecular weight and high 

stability.  We expect that binding proteins from these scaffolds will be useful for applications in  
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biotechnology and medicine. 

 

Results 

Construction of a super-library of alternate scaffolds using yeast surface display.  We 

hypothesized that randomization of secondary structure elements on multiple, scaffold proteins 

of hyperthermophilic origin will result in a combinatorial library with increased topological 

diversity. Further, due to their high thermal stability, the scaffold proteins are more likely to be 

tolerant to mutation; consequently, mutant proteins in the library are less likely to be misfolded. 

To test this hypothesis, we constructed a combinatorial super-library that consists of component 

libraries obtained by randomizing specific regions on seven different proteins – TM0487 and 

TM1112 from Thermotoga maritima, Sso7d, Sso6901and the Microtubule Interacting and 

Transport (MIT) domain of Sso0909, from Sulfolobus solfataricus, the chitin binding domain 

(ChBD) of chitinase A from Pyrococcus furiosus and the N-terminal domain of the Ph1500 

protein from Pyrococcus horikoshii.  Candidate proteins from hyperthermophilic organisms were 

chosen based on two criteria – a known NMR or crystal structure that allows careful selection of 

surface-accessible residues for mutagenesis, and overall length of ~ 100 amino acids or less. The 

seemingly arbitrary restriction on the overall length of scaffold proteins was necessary to ensure 

that all individual scaffold libraries could be generated using one or two oligonucleotides 

containing degenerate codons.  Six of the seven proteins chosen – all proteins except Sso7d – 

have not been used as scaffolds for generating binding proteins prior to this study; we have 

previously isolated binding proteins for a wide spectrum of target species from a library of 10
8
 

Sso7d mutants [10].  
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Combinatorial libraries of scaffold proteins were generated by randomizing 10-15 

residues on each scaffold, as shown in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1. In general, surface-accessible  

residues were chosen for randomization; where available, additional data in the literature were 

used to guide the choice of residues. Construction of the Sso7d library has been previously 

described [10].  Like Sso7d, the Sso6901 protein contains an SH3-like fold and has intrinsic 

DNA binding activity [11-13]. 12 amino acids in the putative DNA binding interface of Sso6901 

were chosen for randomization. Along similar lines, 15 residues on the chitin binding interface of 

ChBD – including the three tryptophan residues W274, W308 and W326 (numbering as in 

chitinase A) – were randomized[14-16]. The MIT domain from Sso0909 contains a putative 

binding region in the helices 2 and 3; 12 residues in this region were selected for 

mutagenesis[17]. Thirteen residues on the MIT domain from Sso0909 – A18, D22, A30, Y34, 

A37, I38, L41, I45, Y57, I61, Y64, R67 and L71 – are highly conserved across MIT domains 

from  multiple species. Interestingly, these include D22 and R67 that are though to stabilize the 

structure of the MIT domain through formation of a salt bridge [17]. These conserved residues 

were excluded from randomization. Finally, information on specific surface accessible residues 

that might be involved in binding or important for protein stability was not available in case of 

TM1112, TM0487 and Ph1500. The TM1112 protein containing seven -strands has significant 

sequence similarity to the cupin family [18], while the TM0487 protein belongs to the Domain of 

Unknown Function (DUF59) family of proteins [19]. Cysteine residues in both these proteins are 

not involved in disulfide bond formation and were mutated to serines. 

Yeast display libraries for individual scaffolds were generated using homologous 

recombination mediated plasmid gap repair during yeast transformation [20]; a single DNA 
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fragment or two overlapping DNA fragments encoding the mutant libraries were used in the 

transformation step. Based on the number of yeast transformants obtained, library diversity was  

estimated as 10
7
-10

8
 mutants for each scaffold, as shown in Table 2.1. Subsequently, individual 

libraries were combined to obtain a super-library with an overall diversity of ~ 4.4 x 10
8
 mutants. 

All mutant proteins are expressed as a C-terminal fusion to the yeast cell wall protein Aga2, and 

are flanked by an N-terminal HA and C-terminal c-myc epitope tags respectively. Expression of 

the c-myc epitope tag confirms expression of the full-length mutant protein as a yeast cell 

surface fusion. Indirect immunofluorescent labeling of the c-myc epitope tag shows that 20-43% 

of yeast cells in the individual libraries express full-length fusions; overall, 28% of yeast cells in 

the super-library express full-length scaffold variants, as shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

Isolation of binders to model targets. We sought to investigate if the use of multiple scaffolds 

in a combinatorial library was indeed advantageous by screening the super-library for binders to 

multiple targets – if the pool of binders with the highest affinity was derived from distinct 

scaffolds for different targets, then such a result would indicate the importance of topological 

diversity arising from the use of multiple scaffolds.  In this context, it is worthwhile to note that 

Sso7d variants constitute the largest fraction of the super-library (~ 25%). The Sso7d protein has 

been previously shown to be a versatile scaffold for generating binders to a wide spectrum of 

targets[10], and serves as a rigorous internal control to assess the advantage of using multiple 

scaffolds while generating a combinatorial library.  

We screened the super-library to isolate binders for five different model targets; our 

selected targets included a small organic molecule (fluorescein), a 12 amino acid peptide from 
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the C-terminus of the -catenin protein (-catenin peptide), Brain Natriuretic Peptide32 

(BNP32) – a 32 amino acid cyclic peptide containing a disulfide bridge, hen egg lysozyme  

(HEL), and immunoglobulin G from rabbit (rIgG). The chosen targets represent a wide spectrum 

of target species with vastly different molecular weights. Further, the specificity of rIgG binders 

could be rigorously assessed by evaluating their binding to other closely related 

immunoglobulins. Previously, we have obtained highly stable binding proteins for fluorescein, 

catenin peptide and HEL from a library of Sso7d mutants [10].  

A two step procedure – using magnetic selection followed by flow cytometry, as 

previously described [10] – was used to isolate binding proteins from the super-library. Briefly, 

yeast cells were incubated with micron-sized magnetic beads that had been coated with the target 

species and bead-bound cells were isolated using a magnet. Subsequently, a pool of mutants with 

the highest affinity for the targets was isolated using multiple rounds of Fluorescence Activated 

Cell Sorting (FACS); for each target, we isolated and sequenced plasmid DNA from ten 

individual yeast clones. Our results are shown in Table 2.2.  The pool of mutants with highest 

binding affinity for the five targets included proteins derived from five of the seven scaffolds 

used to construct the super-library; binding proteins based on the Sso7d, Sso6901, MIT, TM1112 

and ChBD scaffolds were isolated. No mutants derived from the Tm0487 and Ph1500 scaffolds 

were found among mutants sequenced.  Binding proteins from multiple scaffolds were obtained 

in the pool of highest affinity binders for all targets, with the exception of HEL.  

A single distinct clone was obtained in the pool of HEL binders. Interestingly, the Sso7d 

mutant isolated from the super-library is identical to the mutant that was previously isolated by 

screening the Sso7d library[10]. The pool of binders for fluorescein contained three distinct 
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clones – two from Sso7d and one from Sso6901 respectively. Two distinct mutants – one each 

from Sso7d and Sso6901 – were obtained in case of binders to the -catenin peptide fragment;  

the pool of binders to rIgG comprised two distinct clones – one each from MIT and ChBD. 

During FACS, yeast cells were simultaneously labeled with the target, and an antibody against 

the c-myc epitope tag or the HA epitope tag. Interestingly, the pool of binders for BNP32 from 

sorts using the anti-HA antibody contained a truncated TM1112 mutant. Subsequently, we sorted 

the superlibrary to isolate binders for BNP-32 using the anti-c-myc antibody; in this case, we 

obtained one distinct clone from each Sso7d and Sso6901.  

 Our results show that the pool of binders with highest affinity for each target is derived 

from distinct subsets of scaffolds. For instance, binders to rIgG are based on the MIT and ChBD 

scaffolds, while fluorescein binders are derived from Sso7d and Sso6901. This is particularly 

noteworthy since the Sso7d mutants constitute the largest fraction of the super-library. Taken 

together, our results strongly underscore the advantage of using multiple scaffolds in generating 

a combinatorial library.  

Characterization of binding affinity and specificity. We measured the equilibrium 

dissociation constants (KD) of the binding interaction between mutant proteins and their targets 

for a selected subset of mutant proteins, using yeast cell surface titrations [10]. Note that multiple 

previous reports have shown the consistency between KD values estimated using yeast surface 

titrations and those obtained using soluble proteins [21]. Briefly, yeast cells displaying mutant 

proteins were incubated with varying concentrations of target protein, and the fraction of cell 

surface bound fusions was measured using flow cytometry. Data from at least three different 

experiments for each mutant was combined and a global fit to a one-step binding isotherm was  
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used to estimate the KD. The estimated binding affinities and their associated 68% confidence 

intervals – analogous to the commonly reported standard deviations from triplicate 

measurements – are shown in Table 2.3.  Since rIgG is a dimeric molecule and our estimates for 

KD are based on the assumption of a monovalent binding isotherm, KD estimates from yeast 

surface titrations may be influenced by the avidity effect in case of rIgG; a single rIgG molecule 

may bind to two cell surface fusions. Nevertheless, it can be shown that the concentration at 

which half the cell surface fusions are bound to a divalent target – the half-maximal binding 

concentration – is equal to the KD[22]. We estimated the KD for rIgG-binding mutants using the 

halfmaximal binding concentration determined from cell surface titration plots. The KD values 

obtained in this manner were found to be consistent with those estimated using the monovalent 

binding isotherm. Our analysis shows that the binding affinities of mutants obtained from the 

super-library are in the 100nMmicromolar range; these values are consistent with those typically 

obtained from naïve combinatorial libraries, without an affinity maturation step.  

        Binding of mutant proteins to the secondary reagents used for flow cytometric analysis was 

insignificant.  We further analyzed the specificity of MIT-rIgG by assessing its binding to 

immunoglobulins from species other than rabbit. Briefly, flow cytometry was used to detect the 

binding of yeast cells displaying MIT-rIgG to its cognate target, rIgG, or immunoglobulins from 

mouse, goat, chicken and donkey. As shown in Figure 2.3, MIT-rIgG shows negligible binding 

to non-target immunoglobulins. We attribute the high specificity of MIT-rIgG to the stringent 

negative selection steps employed during magnetic selection; yeast cells binding to streptavidin 

magnetic beads and beads coated with non-target immunoglobulins were rejected. The highly 

avid interaction between yeast cells displaying multiple cell surface fusions and the beads 
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ensures that cells expressing mutants that bind – even with low affinity – to non-target species 

are eliminated from consideration [23].   

 

Sequence diversity vs. “scaffold diversity” in combinatorial libraries.  Our results suggested 

that the use of multiple different scaffolds while constructing a combinatorial library is 

advantageous. In particular, our data suggests that a particular scaffold may be more suited than 

others for generating binding proteins to a given target. Indeed, the pool of highest affinity 

binders for rIgG contained a ChBD mutant but no Sso7d or Sso6901 mutants, even though the 

ChBD library has significantly lower diversity than the Sso7d and Sso6901 libraries. However, 

the overall diversity of a yeast surface display library is restricted by the transformation 

efficiency in yeast; the highest reported diversities are in the order of ~ 10
9
 mutants, whereas the 

theoretical diversity generated by randomizing 10 residues is ~ 10
13

.  More pertinently, the 

component of the super-library with the highest diversity – the Sso7d library – has a diversity of 

only ~ 10
8
 mutants. The limited diversity of our individual scaffold libraries raises the following 

question: is the ostensible optimality of a particular scaffold or subset of scaffolds for generating 

binders to a given target simply an artifact of library size limitation? In other words, can a library 

with very high sequence diversity but generated from a single versatile scaffold such as Sso7d, 

yield binders to multiple targets with higher affinities than those obtained from the super-library 

with lower diversity but derived from multiple scaffolds? 

        To address this question, we sought to generate, and subsequently screen, an Sso7d library 

with high sequence diversity. In vitro combinatorial screening tools such as mRNA display [24, 

25] and ribosome display [26, 27] can be used to screen libraries consisting of ~ 10
13 

mutants.  
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Yet, the yeast display system provides the distinct advantages of quantitative screening and 

subsequent characterization of binding affinities [28-30] or thermal stability [31, 32] using flow 

cytometry. Therefore, we developed a protocol that combined mRNA display and yeast surface 

display to exploit the advantages of each method. Our overall strategy is schematically illustrated 

in Figure 2.4. Briefly, we generated an Sso7d library with an estimated diversity of ~ 5 x 10
11

 

mutants, in the mRNA display format. Mutants that bound to target-coated magnetic beads were 

isolated, amplified by PCR and subsequently transformed into yeast. This pool of mutants, in 

yeast display format, was further screened using FACS. 

        Using this method, we screened a library of ~ 5 x 10
11 

Sso7d mutants to isolate binding 

proteins for two targets: rIgG and BNP-32; the pool of binders with highest affinity for these 

targets, isolated from the super-library, did not contain Sso7d mutants. For each target, plasmid 

DNA was sequenced from 6 clones in the pool of mutants obtained after multiple rounds of 

FACS. Our results are shown in Table 2.2. Six and three distinct clones were obtained in case of 

binders to BNP32 and rIgG respectively. Subsequently, we estimated binding affinities (KD) for 

one mutant binding each rIgG and BNP-32, using yeast cell surface titrations as described 

earlier. KD for Sso7d-rIgG was also estimated using the half-maximal binding concentration. 

These values are reported in Table 2.3.  Strikingly, binding affinities of mutants isolated from a 

5 x 10
11 

library of Sso7d mutants are lower, or at best comparable, to those obtained from the 

super-library with overall diversity lower by three orders of magnitude (~ 4 x 10
8
). These results 

further underscore the advantage of “scaffold-diversity” in a combinatorial library. 

         

Biophysical characterization of mutant proteins. Binding proteins for five different targets,  
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derived from five different scaffolds were obtained from the super-library and the high diversity 

Sso7d library. For a subset of mutants, we carried out further experiments to investigate the 

following properties: recombinant expression in E. coli, functionality of soluble protein with 

respect to target binding, retention of secondary structure, and thermal stability. 

        Wild-type proteins and mutants were recombinantly expressed in the E. coli cytoplasm with 

C- or N-terminal 6xHistidine (6xHis) tag. Subsequently, all proteins were purified in a single 

step using a nickel column. Where data was available, the choice of using an N- or C-terminal 

6xHis tag was based on previous reports of expression of the wild-type protein [10, 17, 18]. 

Wild-type proteins and mutants from MIT, Sso6901 and TM1112 were expressed with an 

Nterminal 6xHis tag. All Sso7d mutants were expressed with a C-terminal 6xHis tag, as 

previously described [10].   Based on bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay measurements using 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) as a standard, purified protein yields were estimated in the range 

of 525 mg/L of unoptimized, shake flask culture. The one notable exception was, not 

surprisingly, the truncated TM1112 mutant that binds BNP-32. Yields for TM1112-BNP-32 

were low and the protein was prone to aggregation. The highest protein yields were obtained in 

case of Sso7d and Sso6901 mutants.  Note that these yields are conservative estimates since only 

those elution fractions containing pure protein, as determined by SDSPAGE analysis, were 

considered; for reasons of expediency, fractions containing contaminating proteins were rejected.  

To validate that the recombinantly expressed proteins retain binding to their targets, we 

carried out competition assays wherein yeast cells expressing mutant proteins were labeled with 

their cognate target in the presence or absence of a large excess of soluble mutant protein. Flow 

cytometry was used to detect binding of cell surface fusions to the target. As shown in Figure  
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2.5, there is a significant decrease in fluorescent signal due to cell surface bound target, in the 

presence of soluble mutant proteins. These data confirm that the recombinantly expressed mutant 

proteins are functional. We also used Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to compare the 

secondary structure of Sso6901 and MIT wild-type and mutant proteins. As shown in Figure 2.6, 

the CD spectra for wild-type and mutant proteins are reasonably similar over the range of 

wavelengths from 210 to 240 nm. All Sso6901 mutants show a characteristic peak at ~ 230 nm in 

their CD spectra that can be attributed to the presence of aromatic residues in wild-type and 

mutant Sso6901 proteins[33-35]. In previous studies, the CD spectra of several Sso7d mutants 

have been shown to be similar to that of the wild-type protein[10]. The TM1112 mutant was not 

analyzed using CD spectroscopy due to poor recombinant expression and its aggregation-prone 

nature. Along similar lines, the ChBD mutant was not expressed solubly due to its low thermal 

stability (see below). 

To assess the thermal stability of proteins derived from different scaffolds in the 

superlibrary, we used a combination of Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and thermal 

denaturation studies on yeast cell surface displayed proteins. DSC was used to measure the 

melting temperatures (Tm) for the wild-type proteins TM1112, Sso6901 and MIT, as well as 

selected mutants derived from Sso7d, Sso6901 and MIT. For ChBD-rIgG and TM1112BNP32, 

we used yeast cell surface displayed protein to determine the temperature of half-maximal 

irreversible thermal denaturation (T1/2), as previously described[36]. Briefly, yeast cells 

expressing cell surface protein are incubated at different temperatures. Subsequently, the fraction 

of cell surface fusions that retain binding to the target is determined using flow cytometry. 

Progressive loss of binding to the target at higher temperatures can be attributed to the  
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irreversible thermal denaturation of cell surface fusions.  The yeast display system enables the 

evaluation of thermal stability without recombinant protein expression. Pertinently, DSC 

experiments on TM1112BNP-32 were not feasible due to the low protein yield and aggregation-

prone nature of the protein under the buffer conditions tested. Also, we chose to use yeast 

displayed protein to assess the thermal stability of ChBD-rIgG due to amino acid insertion in a -

strand; we anticipated – as indeed confirmed by experiment – that this may lead to loss of protein 

stability.  

Table 2.4 shows the Tm and T1/2 values for the wild-type and mutant proteins; the thermal 

denaturation curves for ChBD-rIgG and TM1112-BNP-32 are shown in Figure 2.7. Mutant 

proteins derived from the Sso7d, Sso6901 and MIT scaffolds show high thermal stability 

(Tm = 74-93 °C). On the other hand, the TM1112 and ChBD mutants analyzed have significantly 

lower thermal stability (50 °C and 38 °C respectively). The low thermal stability of these 

mutants is not surprising. The deletion of two -strands in TM1112-BNP-32 and the insertion of 

an amino acid in a -strand are the likely reasons for loss of thermal stability for these mutants. 

Taken together, our data shows that mutant proteins derived from the superlibrary are 

functional when recombinantly expressed and retain their secondary structure. Further, several 

mutants retain high thermal stability (Tm > 74 °C). 

 

Discussion 

        We have shown that a combinatorial super-library generated by randomizing secondary 

structure elements on multiple stable scaffolds of hyperthermophilic origin can yield binders to a 

broad spectrum of targets. Strikingly, even though a significant fraction of the super-library is  
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composed of a single scaffold – Sso7d mutants make up 10
8 

out of the overall 4.4 x 10
8
 mutants 

in the superlibrary – the pool of binders with the highest affinity for each target is derived from 

a distinct subset of scaffolds. For example, the “best” binders for rIgG were derived from MIT 

and ChBD, while binders to BNP-32 were derived from TM1112, Sso7d and Sso6901 (Table 

2.2). Our results suggest that specific scaffolds may be more suited than others to generate 

binders for a given target. Therefore, by inference, inclusion of multiple scaffolds in a 

combinatorial superlibrary increases the likelihood of generating binders to a given target.  

In generating our super-library, we chose to randomize 10-15 amino acid residues on 

strands or -helices of various scaffold proteins; the basic flat surface topology of the 

randomized region on the scaffold was maintained (Figure 2.1). Arguably, inclusion of 

additional scaffolds where loop regions are mutagenized might enhance the binding capabilities 

of the super-library. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the possibly subtle variations in 

topology and/or amino acid composition of the scaffold framework may favor a particular 

scaffold in the context of generating binding proteins to a given target. In some ways, this is 

analogous to antibodies for two different targets arising from two different germ lines. Parallels 

can also be drawn to the introduction of loop length diversity in CDRs of antibodies [37-40] or 

the tenth domain of fibronectin to generate high affinity binders [36, 41].  

It is reasonable to assume that the likelihood of finding a binder in a combinatorial library 

increases if the number of correctly folded mutants in the library is high. Indeed, a 

computationally designed library, wherein mutations that destabilize the scaffold were 

eliminated, significantly outperforms a library obtained through random mutagenesis in its 

ability to generate high affinity binders [42].  Proteins with high thermal stability are more  
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tolerant to a wider range of mutations [9]. Therefore, we hypothesized that a library generated 

through mutagenesis of an ensemble of hyperthermophilic scaffolds will have higher topological 

diversity, as well as a high fraction of correctly folded mutants. In this context, it is instructive to 

examine the fraction of full-length yeast display fusions in the individual libraries (Figure 2.2). 

The ChBD library was constructed using oligonucleotides with degenerate trimer 

phosphoramidites coding for twenty amino acids; unlike the NNN codons, all stop codons are 

eliminated. Despite this, only 43% of this ChBD library is comprised of full-length ChBD 

variants, as detected by immunofluorescent labeling of the c-myc epitope tag. In contrast, 30% of 

the Sso7d library expresses full-length fusions; note that sequencing data showed that only 30% 

of the 10
8
 library consists of full-length Sso7d variants due to stop codons introduced by the 

degenerate NNN codons use for oligonucleotide synthesis[10]. Thus, a larger fraction of Sso7d 

mutants are expressed as yeast cell surface fusions. It has been previously proposed that the 

quality control mechanism in the yeast endoplasmic reticulum allows cell surface expression of 

only correctly folded proteins, although there is some evidence of expression of misfolded 

proteins or molten globules[43]. Therefore, it is likely that a larger fraction of mutants in the 

Sso7d library are correctly folded relative to ChBD library. Interestingly, an amino acid insertion 

was inadvertently introduced in a -sheet in the ChBD scaffold; this might destabilize the ChBD 

scaffold. Indeed, a ChBD mutant isolated from the super-library had the lowest thermal stability 

among all proteins analyzed in this study. Taken together, these data support the idea that highly 

stable scaffold proteins can yield combinatorial libraries containing a larger fraction of correctly 

folded proteins.  

A key limitation of combinatorial approaches is that any library screening method  
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samples only a very small fraction of the sequence space generated by randomizing a scaffold 

protein. This is particularly true in case of yeast surface display, where the library sizes range 

from 10
7
 – 10

9
 mutants; individual scaffold libraries in this study have a diversity of 10

8 
or less.  

Therefore, two different yeast display libraries from the same scaffold may yield different 

results, due to differences in the mutant sequence space sampled in each library. As discussed 

earlier, our studies on screening the super-library with multiple targets suggest that a particular 

scaffold may be more suited than others for generating binding proteins to given target. To 

confirm that this result was not a consequence of a sampling artifact, and to rigorously assess the 

benefit of scaffold diversity in a combinatorial library, we sought to directly compare the use of 

single scaffold versus an ensemble of scaffolds. We screened a library of ~ 5 x 10
11

 Sso7d 

mutants for binders to two targets, BNP-32 and rIgG, in addition to screening the superlibrary. 

Interestingly, binding affinities of mutants isolated from the super-library are comparable or 

higher than those obtained from an Sso7d library with significantly higher diversity (Table 2.3).  

These results confirm that the incorporation of scaffold diversity in a combinatorial library is 

advantageous.  Clearly, sequence diversity is important; it is intuitive that a scaffold library with 

very low diversity will be limited in its capability to generate binders. However, on the evidence 

of our data, it appears that the benefits of a modest increase in overall library size through 

scaffold diversification outweigh the gains from increasing the sequence diversity of a single 

scaffold by three orders of magnitude.  

        Binding proteins from five different scaffolds in the super-library were obtained in our 

screening experiments.  To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the use of 

Sso6901, MIT, TM1112 and ChBD as scaffolds for engineering molecular recognition, adding to  
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the palate of alternate scaffolds available for generating binding proteins. Mutant proteins 

derived from scaffolds in the super-library have several desirable properties such as low 

molecular weight, lack of disulfide bonds and ease of recombinant expression in E. coli. Also, 

several proteins retain high thermal stability (Table 2.4). The high thermal stability of mutant 

proteins, despite extensive mutagenesis of the wild-type proteins, provides additional support to 

the idea that hyperthermophilic proteins are likely to be more tolerant to a wide range of 

mutations. The two exceptions, however, are mutant proteins derived from TM1112 and ChBD. 

The low thermal stability of TM1112-BNP-32 can be attributed to the deletion of multiple 

strands that likely results in significant disruption of the wild-type structure. In case of ChBD-

rIgG, loss of thermal stability is likely due to an inadvertent amino acid insertion in a strand 

during oligonucleotide synthesis; all mutants in the ChBD library carry this insertion. These 

mutants with low thermal stability underscore an important point: the choice of residues to be 

randomized on a scaffold is extremely important, even in case of hyperthermophilic scaffolds; 

mutations that destabilize the scaffold must be avoided. Put differently, stability of mutant 

proteins derived from a thermostable scaffold will be retained if the mutated regions are not 

critical contributors to protein stability. Given their small size, deletion of a portion of the 

scaffold is also likely to cause a loss of stability, as in the case of TM1112-BNP-32. Similar 

results are also seen in case of Sso7d, where deletion of the C-terminal  helix leads to a 

decrease in melting temperature by 46 °C [44]. 

        In summary, we have shown that an ensemble of hyperthermophilic scaffolds can be 

used to generate binders for a wide spectrum of targets. A combinatorial library-of-libraries 

derived from hyperthermophilic proteins, such as our super-library, is likely to have two key  
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advantages – increased topological diversity and a high fraction of correctly folded mutants – 

that result in an increased likelihood of isolating stable binders to any target. Despite extensive 

research on alternate scaffolds, antibodies remain the most widely used molecules for molecular 

recognition. This is particularly true in case of affinity reagents for research applications, where 

the use of poorly characterized polyclonal antibodies is largely the norm. The ability to reliably 

generate stable and low-cost binding proteins for any target will facilitate the adoption of 

alternate scaffolds as a matter of routine; the use of a combinatorial library sourced from 

multiple highly stable scaffolds is a step in this direction. Here, we have explored the use of a 

super-library derived from seven different scaffolds. However, several other proteins of 

hyperthermophilic origin with known structures may be attractive candidates for use as alternate 

scaffolds.  

Mutant proteins isolated in our study have binding affinities in the 100 nMmicromolar 

range, typical of binders isolated from a naïve library of alternate scaffolds. Further increases in 

affinity may be achieved by additional rounds of mutagenesis and screening. Nevertheless, it is 

important to note that several applications such as the design of affinity ligands for 

chromatographic separations do not require binding proteins with high affinity; on the other 

hand, stable binding proteins are highly desirable. Other potential applications of proteins based 

on hyperthermophilic scaffolds include their use as affinity reagents in low-cost diagnostics and 

imaging, and intracellular inhibitors to selectively bind and block the function of proteins, 

specific domains of proteins, or their post-translational modifications. Hyperthermophilic 

scaffolds lacking disulfide bonds are particularly well-suited for use in the context of such 

intracellular “protein interference”. Thus proteins based on hyperthermophilic scaffolds can find  
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wide applicability in research, biotechnology and medicine.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Construction of yeast surface display libraries.  The plasmid vector for yeast surface display 

(pCTCON) and the yeast strain EBY100 were kind gifts from Prof. K. Dane Wittrup 

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA). Construction of the yeast surface 

display library of Sso7d mutants has been previously described [10]. All other libraries were 

obtained using similar protocols, through homologous recombination mediated plasmid gap 

repair. Briefly, libraries for Sso6901, TM1112 and MIT scaffolds were synthesized as a single 

oligonucleotide containing degenerate NNN codons. The oligonucleotides were amplified by 

PCR with scaffold-specific forward and reverse primers to produce linear DNA fragments 

containing the yeast surface display consensus sequences. Subsequently, DNA fragments were 

transformed into yeast, along with linearized pCTCON.  

Libraries for ChBD, TM0487 and Ph1500 were synthesized as a pair of oligonucleotides 

containing degenerate codons. Oligonucleotides for ChBD contained a mixture of trimer 

phosphoramidites coding for all twenty amino acids at randomized positions; degenerate NNN 

codons were used in oligonucleotides for TM0487 and Ph1500. Each oligonucleotide was 

amplified by PCR using suitable forward and reverse primers so as to generate overlapping DNA 

fragments. For instance, in case of ChBD, oligonucleotides U1_ChBD and U2_ChBD were 

amplified with the primer sets P1f_YSD_ChBD/P1r_YSD_ChBD and 

P2f_YSD_ChBD/P2r_YSD_ChBD respectively, to yield DNA fragments D1 and D2. The 5’ end  
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of D1 and 3’ end of D2 contain yeast display consensus sequences; 3’ end of D1 and 5’ end of 

D2 have sequence homology. Subsequently, the two DNA fragments were transformed into yeast 

along with the linearized pCTCON vector to construct the yeast display library. 

The sequences for all oligonucleotides and primers used are given in Table 2.5. 

Oligonucleotides contained codons that were optimized for expression in E. coli. Primers and 

oligonucleotides for construction of the ChBD library were purchased from Trilink 

Biotechnologies (San Diego, CA). All other oligonucleotides and primers were obtained from 

Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA).  The diversity of each individual scaffold library 

was estimated based on the number of yeast transformants, as determined by plating serial 

dilutions on SDCAA plates (20 g/L dextrose, 5 g/L casamino acids, 6.7 g/L yeast nitrogen base, 

182 g/L sorbitol, 5.40 g/L Na2HPO4, 7.45 g/L NaH2PO4, 15 g/L agar); library diversities are 

reported in Table 2.1. Individual libraries were pooled together to obtain the super-library, with 

overall estimated diversity of 4.4 x 10
8
 mutants.  

 

Isolation of binders by magnetic selection. Yeast cells expressing mutant proteins that bind a 

specific target were isolated using a magnetic selection step, as previously described [10]. 

Briefly, 100 µl Dynal
TM

 biotin binder magnetic beads (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were washed 

with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) containing 0.1% BSA (PBS-BSA; 8g/L NaCl, 0.2g/L 

KCl, 1.44 g/L Na2HPO4 , 0.24 g/L KH2PO4, pH 7.4 with 0.1% BSA). Subsequently, beads were 

incubated overnight at 4°C with rotation, with the biotinylated targets – rIgG, BNP-32, 

fluorescein, β-catenin peptide and HEL – to obtain the targetcoated magnetic beads. In parallel, 

beads were also incubated with biotinylated mouse IgG (mIgG), chicken IgY (cIgY), goat IgG  
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(gIgG) and the Fc portion of human IgG (hFc) for negative selection experiments. All 

biotinylated immunoglobulin species were obtained from Jackson Immunoresearch (Westgrove, 

PA). Biotinylated BNP-32 (Bachem Inc., Torrance, CA) was a kind gift from Prof. David C. 

Muddiman (North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC).  Biotinylated HEL was purchased 

from Biomeda Corporation (Foster City, CA) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), fluorescein-

biotin from Thermo Scientific (Rockford, IL), and biotinylated -catenin peptide was obtained 

from Genscript (Piscataway, NJ).   

Negative selections against the biotin binder beads as well as beads coated with mIgG, 

cIgY, gIgG and hFc were performed as follows. Yeast cells expressing mutant proteins (~5 x 10
9
 

cells) were incubated with washed beads in PBS-BSA, in a 2 ml tube for 1 hour at 4°C with 

rotation. Subsequently, the tube was placed on a magnetic particle concentrator and bead-bound 

cells were discarded. Unbound cells from this step were screened sequentially by incubation with 

target-coated magnetic beads in the following order: rIgG, BNP-32, fluorescein, β-catenin 

peptide and HEL; unbound cells from incubation with one target was incubated with the next 

target and so on. Bead-bound cells were collected, washed 3-4 times with PBS-BSA and grown 

in 5 ml SDCAA (20g/L dextrose, 5g/L casamino acids, 6.7g/L yeast nitrogen base, 5.40 g/L 

Na2HPO4, 7.45 g/L NaH2PO4) with 1:100 pen-strep solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 48 

hours, in a shaker at 30°C and 250 rpm.  

 

Isolation of binders by Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS). The pool of binders for 

each target obtained after magnetic selection was expanded in SDCAA and cell surface protein 

expression was induced by culturing in SGCAA (20g/L galactose, 5g/L casamino acids, 6.7g/L  
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yeast nitrogen base, 5.40 g/L Na2HPO4, 7.45 g/L NaH2PO4) for 24 hours, at a starting cell 

density of 10
7
 cells/mL, in a 20°C shaker at 250 rpm. FACS was used to isolate a pool of 

mutants with the highest affinity for each target, using previously described protocols[10]. 

Briefly, ~ 2 x 10
7 

were labeled simultaneously with an antibody against the HA or the cmyc 

epitope tags (Roche, Indianapolis, IN, and Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA respectively), and the 

biotinylated target species. Subsequently, secondary labeling was carried out with a goat anti-

mouse antibody conjugated with Alexa Fluor-488 or -633 for the anti-HA antibody, a goat anti-

chicken antibody conjugated with Alexa Fluor-488 or -633 for the anti-c-myc antibody, and 

streptavidinphycoerythrin (strep-PE) or neutravidin-FITC  (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for all 

biotinylated targets. Samples were analyzed and sorted on a BD FACS Aria (Beckton Dickinson 

Biosciences, San Jose, CA) flow cytometer. For each target, multiple sorts at successively lower 

concentrations were carried out.  

 

Clone sequencing and measurement of KD. Cells from the pool of binders after the final sort 

were plated on SDCAA plates. For each target, 6-10 clones were randomly picked for 

sequencing. Plasmid DNA from these clones was isolated using the Zymoprep Kit II 

(Zymoresearch, Irvine, CA). The isolated DNA was transformed into Novablue
TM

 (E.coli) cells 

(Novagen, San Diego, CA) and plasmid DNA was obtained using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep 

Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).  Subsequently, plasmid DNA was sequenced by Genewiz (La Jolla, 

CA).  

        The equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) was determined for a subset of mutants through 

yeast cell surface titrations, as previously described [10, 45]. Briefly, yeast cells expressing  
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mutant proteins as cell surface fusions were labeled with varying concentrations of biotinylated  

target species, followed by strep-PE; labeling was carried out on ice and pH 7.4. The mean 

fluorescence intensity of cells, corresponding to cell surface bound target, was measured using 

flow cytometry. Subsequently, KD of the binding interaction was determined by fitting 

fluorescence data, from at least three separate experiments for each mutant, to the following 

equation: 

 

where, F is the observed mean fluorescence intensity, [L]0 is the concentration of target used for 

labeling the cells, and c is a fitted parameter along with KD. The 68% confidence intervals, 

corresponding to the commonly reported standard deviation from triplicate measurements, were 

calculated as described [46]. 

 

Construction of mRNA display library. An mRNA display library of Sso7d mutants was 

constructed using a previously described protocol as a guideline [47]. Oligonucleotide U1_Sso7d 

was amplified using two rounds of PCR to attach the 5’ and 3’ mRNA display consensus 

sequences. The 5’ consensus sequence contains a T7 RNA polymerase promoter, a TMV 

translation enhancer and a sequence coding the FLAG epitope tag;  the 3’ consensus sequence 

includes a  6xHis tag coding region followed by a sequence required for conjugation of the 

puromycin linker [47]. The primers used for the first round of PCR were: 

Sso7d_mRNA_Rd1_fwd – 5' CAA TTA CTA TTT ACA ATT ACA ATG GCG ACC GTG AAA 

TTT AAA TAT AAA 3’ and Sso7d_mRNA_Rd1_Rev – 5’GTG ATG GTG GTG ATG GCT 

GCC GCC TTT TTT CTG TTT TTC CAG CAT CTG 3’. Primers used for the second PCR  
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were: Sso7d_mRNA_Rd2_fwd- 5’GCA AAT TTC TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TAG GGA CAA  

TTA CTA TTT ACA ATT ACA ATG G 3’  and Sso7d_mRNA_Rd2_rev -5’ATA GCC GGT 

GCC AGA TCC AGA CAT TCC CAT ATG GTG ATG GTG GTG ATG GCT GC-3’. Primers 

were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA).  

The reaction mixture for the first round of PCR had the following components: 

Phusion
TM

 HF DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA; 1U/50µl) in 1X HF 

Phusion
TM

 buffer, 0.2 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTPs), 0.1 ###M of the forward and 

reverse primer each, 1M betaine, 3% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 500 ng U1_Sso7d as the 

template. PCR conditions were as follows: Initial denaturation at 98°C for 2 min, followed by 30 

cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 1 min, annealing at 67°C for 1 min, extension at 72°C for 20 

sec, and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. The product from the first round of PCR was 

purified using the Qiagen PCR-purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and was used as the 

template (100 ng per PCR) for the second round of PCR along with corresponding primers; other 

components of the reaction mixture were the same as those used in the first round of PCR. Also, 

PCR conditions used in round 2 were identical to round 1, except that an annealing temperature 

of 66
o
C was used. DNA obtained after the second round of PCR was purified using phenol: 

chloroform: isoamyl alchohol (Fisher, Waltham, MA) precipitation and DNA pellets were 

resuspended in water containing 0.1% diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC).  

DNA from the round 2 PCR was used in an in vitro transcription reaction. A 300 L 

reaction containing 200 nM DNA, 5 mM ribonucleotide triphosphate (rNTPs), 19 mM MgCl2, 

45 l T7 RNA polymerase (20 U/l) and 1X transcription buffer (Ambion, Austin, TX) was 

incubated for 8 hours at 37 
o
C.  The mRNA obtained was purified using acidic phenol- 
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chloroform (Ambion, Austin, TX) and a Nap 5 column (GE Healthcare, UK), followed by DNA 

digestion in a 850 l reaction for 4 hours at 37 
o
C with RNase-free Turbo DNase (1 U/l, 5% of 

the reaction volume) and 1X DNase buffer (Promega, Madison, WI).The purified mRNA was 

conjugated with a puromycin linker ([psoralen-(ATAGCCGGTG) 2-OMe-dA15-C9C9-ACC-

puromycin]; Keck Oligo Synthesis Lab, Yale University).  The 250 L conjugation reaction mix 

was comprised of 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM KCl and the puromycin linker at 2.5 times the total 

molar concentration of mRNA; 200 g of mRNA was used.  The reaction mixture was incubated 

in a thermocycler with the following program: 85 
o
C for 8 min, followed by 60 cycles for 20 sec 

each, with 1 
o
C decrease in each cycle from 85 

o
C to 25 

o
C, and 25 

o
C for 25 min. Subsequently, 

the puromycin linker was annealed to mRNA by crosslinking with ultraviolet (UV) light at 360 

nm for 20 min. Subsequently, 125 l LiCl was added to the crosslink reaction and was incubated 

at -20 
o
C overnight. Following incubation, the sample was centrifuged at maximum speed on a 

table-top centrifuge and the supernatant was removed. The resulting mRNA pellet was washed 

with 500 l 75% ethanol, centrifuged for 15 min and washed with 100% ethanol. The mRNA 

pellet was air-dried and resuspended in 50 l 0.1% DEPC water. 

In vitro translation on the mRNA-puromycin fusion was carried out in rabbit reticulocyte 

lysate (Ambion, Austin, TX) without the use of any radioactive amino acid. The translation 

reaction was composed of 282 g crosslinked mRNA, 50 M methionine, 1X buffer without 

leucine, 340 l retic lysate, to a final 500 l volume adjusted by nuclease-free water. The 

reaction was incubated at 30 
o
C for 1.5 hr. Subsequently, MgCl2 (76 mM) and KCl (880 mM) 

was added and the mixture was further incubated at room temperature for 1 hr.   
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A bead-based assay was used to detect the presence of the translated protein.  50 µl of the 

translation product or a control sample containing crosslinked mRNA was incubated with 

Hisbinding magnetic beads (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) pre-washed in binding buffer (50 mM 

sodium phosphate, 300 mM NaCl and 0.01% Tween-20), for 1 hr. The volume was then adjusted 

to 100 l by adding PBS-BSA containing 0.1% salmon sperm DNA (PBS-BSA-DNA) and the 

beads were separated from the solution using a magnetic particle concentrator, washed with 

PBSBSADNA and resuspended in 100 l PBS-BSA-DNA. Subsequently, beads were 

incubated with 100 l PBS-BSA-DNA containing an anti-FLAG antibody conjugated with Horse 

Radish Peroxidase (HRP) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 1:20000 dilution, for 1 hr at room 

temperature. After the incubation, beads were washed twice with PBS-BSA-DNA, resuspended 

in 100 l SuperSignal
TM

 ELISA femto maximum sensitivity substrate (Thermo Scientific, 

Rockford, IL) and transferred to a 96 well plate; chemiluminescence was recorded using a 

microplate reader (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA) .   

mRNA-puromycin and mRNA-protein fusions were isolated from the in vitro translation 

mix using oligo(dT) cellulose beads (Ambion, Austin, TX); the puromycin linker has a poly(dA) 

stretch. Subsequently, the entire oligo(dT) purified product was subjected to reverse 

transcription. 25 L of 100 M reverse transcription primer (5’-TTT TTT TTT TNN CCA GAT 

CCA GAC ATT CCC AT-3’, Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) was added to the 

entire oligo (dT) purified product (600 L) and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Next, 

200 l 5X first strand buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 375 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2), 50 l 10 

mM dNTPs and 100 l 0.1 M DTT were added to the reverse transcription reaction, the total 

volume was adjusted to 995 l using 0.1% DEPC water, and the mixture was incubated at 42 
o
C 
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for 2 min. Finally, 5 l Superscript
TM

 reverse transcriptase (200 U/L; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) 

was added and the reaction was incubated further for 50 min at 42 
o
C.   

The 6xHis tag on the translated protein was used to isolate the mRNA-cDNA-proteins, 

using Ni-NTA agarose suspension (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Finally, a Nap-5 column was used to 

purify the mRNA-cDNA-protein fusions. Based on A260 measurement, the library diversity was 

estimated as ~ 5x10
11

. 

 

Screening the mRNA display library. Negative selection with Dnyal
TM

 biotin binder beads, as 

well as beads coated with mIgG, cIgY, gIgG and hFc, was carried out on the mRNA display 

library. 100 µl Dynal
TM

 biotin binder beads were washed twice in PBS-BSA-DNA. The entire 

mRNA display library was added to the washed beads and incubated at 4
o
C with gentle rotation 

for 1 hr. The supernatant was separated from the beads using a magnetic particle concentrator 

and applied sequentially to beads coated with mIgG, gIgG and hFc, in that order, with incubation 

at 4
o
C with rotation for 1 hr in each step.  

Supernatant from the negative selection step was incubated with beads coated with rIgG 

After a 1 hr incubation at 4
o
C, the supernatant was separated from the beads and subsequently 

incubated with beads coated with BNP-32 for 1 hr at 4
o
C. The beads from incubation with rIgG 

and BNP-32 were washed in their respective tubes with 200 l PBS-BSA-DNA. Next, the Sso7d 

mutants bound to rabbit IgG and BNP-32 cDNA were eluted using 200 l 0.15 M KOH at room 

temperature with shaking for 1 hr, and the eluate was neutralized by 5N HCl. cDNA was 

precipitated using linearized acrylamide made from poly acrylamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

NJ) as described[48]. The precipitate was amplified by PCR with the primers  
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Sso7d_mRNA_Rd2_fwd and Sso7d_mRNA_Rd2_rev. The PCR mix was composed of Phusion
TM

 

HF DNA polymerase (1U/50µl) in 1X HF Phusion
TM

 buffer, 0.2mM dNTPs, 0.2 M of each 

primer, 1M betaine, 3%  dimethyl sulfoxide and the linear acrylamide precipitated DNA as 

template. PCR conditions used were as follows:  Initial denaturation at 98°C for 2 min, followed 

by 30 cycles of 98°C for 1 min, 66°C for 1 min, 72°C for 15 sec, and a final extension at 72°C 

for 10 min. The PCR product was precipitated by Pellet Paint
TM

 (Novagen, San Diego, CA) 

using the manufacturer’s protocol, and used as the template in a second PCR with identical 

conditions. The product from the second PCR was subsequently amplified with the primers 

P1fSso7d and P1r-Sso7d to attach the 5’ and 3’ yeast surface display consensus sequences. This 

PCR product was then transformed into yeast, along with linearized pCTCON. The resultant 

yeast surface display library was screened by FACS using protocols described in a previous 

section. 

 

Recombinant expression and purification of mutant proteins. Wild-type scaffold proteins 

and mutants were cloned into the pET22b(+) and pET28b(+) vectors for expression in E. coli, 

with C-terminal and N-terminal 6xHis tags respectively.  NdeI and XhoI restriction sites were 

used for cloning, except in case of TM1112-BNP-32, where NheI and XhoI sites were used. All 

Sso7d mutants were cloned in pET22b(+).Wild type MIT, Sso6901, Tm1112 and their 

corresponding mutants were all cloned in pET28b(+). Restriction sites were introduced by PCR 

with primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) as shown; restriction sites have been 

italicized: 
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wild type MIT- Pf1-5’ GAA TCC CAT ATG ATG AGT GCA CAA GTA ATG TTA 3’and  

Pr1-5’ CCG CCG CTC GAG TTA TCC ACT ACC ATC ACT AGA TG 3’,  

wild type Sso6901-Pf2-5’ GAA TCC CAT ATG ATG AGT TCG GGT AAA AAA CCA 3’and 

Pr2- 5’ CCG CCG CTC GAG TTA TAT TGG ATA ATC ATC TGG TA 3’,  

wild type Tm1112-Pf3-5’ GCT ATC CAT ATG ATG GAA GTG AAG ATA GAA AAG 3’ and 

Pr3-5’ ACT CTG CTC GAG GAA GAG GTT GTA GTG CTT TCT 3’ 

BNP-32 Sso6901 and -catenin peptide-Sso6901-Pf4-5’- G ATA CAT ATG AGC AGC GGC 

AAA AAA CCG GTG -3’ and Pr4-5’- C TTA CTC GAG TTA AAT CGG ATA ATC ATC 

CGG CAG -3’ 

rIgG-MIT-Pf5-5’ T CGA CAT ATG ATG AGC GCG CAG GTG ATG CTG -3’ and Pr5- 5’ G 

AAT CTC GAG TTA GCG CTG CCA TCG CTG CTC GC -3’ 

rIgG-Sso7d and Lysozyme-Sso7d-Pf6-5’ GAA TCC CAT ATG ATG GCG ACC GTG AAA TTT 

AAA 3’ and Pr6-5’ CCG CCG CTC GAG TTT TTT CTG TTT TTC CAG CAT C 3’ 

BNP-32-Tm1112-Pf7-5’ GAG TCT GCT AGC ATG GAA GTG AAA ATT GAA AAA CCG 3’ 

and Pr7-5’GTG TAC CTC GAG TTA AAA CAG GTT ATA ATG TTT GCG CAC 3’ 

For all mutants, plasmid DNA from yeast surface display selections was used as template DNA 

in PCRs; genomic DNA from Sulfolobus solfataricus and Thermotoga maritima (a kind gift from 

Prof. Robert M. Kelly, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC) was used as the template 

in case of wild-type MIT, Sso6901 and TM1112.   

Plasmid constructs were transformed into Rosetta
TM

 (E.coli) cells (EMD Biosciences, 

San Diego, CA) for protein expression. 1L of 2XYT medium (16 g/L Bacto-tryptone, 10 g/L 

Yeast Extract, 5 g/L NaCl) was inoculated using a 5 ml overnight culture in LB medium( 10 g/L  
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Bacto-tryptone, 5 g/L Yeast Extract, 10 g/L NaCl) with 1% glucose. Protein expression was 

induced by addition of 0.5 mM IPTG at an OD600 of 1.0, and cells were cultured in a 37 °C 

shaker at 250 rpm for 19-20 hours in case of all proteins except MIT-rIgG; for MIT-rIgG, 1mM 

IPTG was used to induce protein expression and cells were cultured for 4 hours only. 

Subsequently, cell extracts were prepared and purified using the Bio-Rad Biologic LP system 

(Hercules, CA), as previously described[10]. Eluate fractions containing pure protein were 

pooled and dialyzed with PBS (wild type Sso6901, wild type MIT, Sso6901- BNP-32 and 

Sso6901-  catenin peptide) or 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (wild type TM1112, MIT- rIgG, 

Sso7d- rIgG) and concentrated for analysis. BCA assay was used for the determination of protein 

concentrations using BSA as a standard. 

 

Soluble competition experiments. Yeast cells expressing mutant proteins as cell surface fusions 

were incubated with biotinylated target, with or without 100-200 fold excess of the 

corresponding soluble mutant protein. Subsequently, yeast cells were labeled with strep-PE 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and mean fluorescent intensity of cells due to targetbound cell 

surface fusions was measured using flow cytometry. 

 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Proteins dialyzed in PBS (wildtype Sso6901, 

wildtype MIT, Sso6901- BNP-32 and Sso6901--catenin peptide), or 50 mM sodium acetate 

buffer (wild type TM1112, MIT- rIgG, Sso7d- rIgG) were used for DSC experiments, as 

previously described[10]. A Nano DSC II differential scanning calorimeter (TA instruments, 

Newcastle, DE) was used for analysis. DSC run software was used for recording the data and  
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exported to Nano Analyze software for analysis.  

Yeast surface thermal denaturation experiments. The thermal denaturation of ChBD-rIgG 

and TM1112-BNP-32 was studied using yeast cell surface experiments, previously described 
32

. 

Briefly, yeast cells expressing mutant proteins as cell surface fusions protein were incubated at 

different temperatures from 20-80 °C, for 10 min. Then, cells were washed with icecold PBS-

BSA and incubated with their respective targets (2 µM BNP-32 and 500 nM rIgG) for 1 hour on 

ice. Subsequently, cells were washed with 1 ml PBS-BSA and labeled with strepPE for 15 min 

on ice. After this incubation step, cells were washed again with 1 ml PBSBSA and mean 

fluorescent intensity of cells was measured using flow cytometry. Experimental data was fit to 

the theoretical relationship between temperature and the unfolded protein fraction; non-linear 

least squares regression was used to estimate the mid-point of thermal denaturation (T1/2), as 

previously described [36]. 

Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy 

Protein samples in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) were used for CD spectrocopy on a 

JASCO-815 spectropolarimeter (Jasco Inc., Easton, MD). CD spectra was recorded over 210-250 

nm  using a 50 nm/min scan rate, 0.1 nm pitch, 1nm bandwidth and 2 sec response time. 

Triplicate runs were performed for each sample; 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) was 

used to generate the baseline.  The baseline corrected molar ellipticity (θ) was normalized as 

follows: 

 

where θmin and θmax are the minimum and maximum values of baseline-corrected molar 

ellipticity. 

 

min

max min
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Tables 

Table 2.1: Amino acid sequences of scaffold proteins used in the construction of the super 

library is shown. Randomized positions are shown in bold font and underlined. 

Scaffold 

(PDB ID) 

Estimated 

Library 

Diversity 

 

 

Wild type sequence 

 

TM0487
a 

(1WCJ) 

 

5.3x107 

 

 
1........10........20........30........40........50 
PMSKKVTKEDVLNALKNVIDFELGLDVVSLGLVYDIQIDDQNNVKVLMTM 

 
.........60........70........80........90........100. 
TTPMCPLAGMILSDAEEAIKKIEGVNNVEVELTFDPPWTPERMSPELREKFGV 

 

 

TM1112
b 

(1LKN) 

 

7x107 

 
1........10........20........30........40........50 
MEVKIEKPTPEKLKELSVEKWPIWEKEVSEFDWYYDTNETSYILEGKVEV 

 
.........60........70........80........ 
TTEDGKKYVIEKGDLVTFPKGLRSRWKVLEPVRKHYNLF         

 

 

MIT 

(2V6Y) 

 

6.7x107 

 

 
1........10........20........30........40........50  
MSAQVMLEDMARKYAILAVKADKEGKVEDAITYYKKAIEVLSQIIVLYPE 

 
.........60........70........80.. 
SVARTAYEQMINEYKKRISYLEKVLPASSDGSG 

 

 

Ph1500 

(2JV2) 

 

6.2x107 

 
1........10........20........30........40........50 
HHHHHHMEGVIMSELKLKPLPKVELPPDFVDVIRIKLQGKTVRTGDVIGI 

 
.........60........70........80.. 

SILGKEVKFKVVQAYPSPLRVEDRTKITLVTHP 
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Table 2.1 

 

Sso7d
c
 

(1SSO) 

 

1x108 

 

 

Continued 

 

1........10........20........30........40........50 
ATVKFKYKGEEKQVDISKIKKVWRVGKMISFTYDLGGGKTGRGAVSEKDA  

 
.........60..  
PKELLQMLEKQKK 

 

  

a
 C94S mutation was introduced; the serine residue introduced is shown in bold font. Two 

additional positions, D40 and L82 were inadvertently randomized during oligonucleotide 

synthesis; these residues are shown in bold font, italicized and underlined. 

b
 C41S and C74S mutations were introduced; the serine residues introduced are shown in bold 

font.  

c
 Construction of the Sso7d library was previously reported[17]. The E35L mutation was 

introduced to abolish RNase activity[64]. 

d
 Numbering of residues is based on chitinase A from Pyrococcus furiosus (ORF PF1233). A 

threonine insertion was inadvertently introduced between W292 and T293 during 

oligonucleotide synthesis; this insertion is shown in bold font and highlighted in grey. 

 

Sso6901 

(2JTM) 

 

6.2x107 

1........10........20........30........40........50 
MSSGKKPVKVKTPAGKEAELVPEKVWALAPKGRKGVKIGLFKDPETGKYF 

 
.........60 
RHKLPDDYPI 

 

 

ChBD
d 

(2CZN) 

1.6x107) 

 

 
258.260.......270.......280.......290 .......300..305 
  TTPVPVSGSLEVKVNDWGSGAEYDVTLNLDGQYDWTTVKVKLAPGATVG 

 
....310.......320.......330.......340.......350.....358  
SFWSANKQEGNGYVIFTPVSWNKGPTATFGFIVNGPQGDKVEEITLEINGQVI 
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Table 2.2:  Protein sequences of mutants obtained from the super-library, or the high diversity 

Sso7d library screened using a combination of mRNA display and yeast surface display. 

Corresponding wild-type sequences are shown as a reference. Mutated residues are in bold font 

and underlined 

Scaffold/mutant Sequence 

  

 .30........40........50........60........70.. 

MIT-WT EDAITYYKKAIEVLSQIIVLYPESVARTAYEQMINEYKKRISYLE 
  

MIT-rIgG
a
  GDAISYYWKAIVVLQRIIVLYPESVATGAYLQMIGEYARRIDYLN 

  

 ......30........40........50.. 

Sso6901-WT  KVWALAPKGRKGVKIGLFKDPETGKYFRHK 
  

Sso6901-β-catenin 

peptide
a
  

LVQARAPFGRKGVKRGLFRDPETGKAFFHL 

  

Sso6901-BNP-32
a SVYAFAPCGLKGSKWGSFLDPETGKYFDHV 

  

 20........30........40... 

Sso7d-WT  KKVWRVGKMISFTYDLGGGKTGRGA 
  

Sso7d-HEL CFVFRWGKCICFDYDLGGGKQGSGC 
  

Sso7d- β-catenin peptide NPVVRYGKLIFFAYDLGGGKLGAGW 
  

Sso7d-Fluorescein
a
  KFVLRPGKAILFYYDLGGGKYGFGL 

Sso7d-Fluorescein-2 LKVFRIGKVIFFRYDLGGGKFGYGY 
  

Sso7d-BNP-32-2 INVNRGGKFIRFTYDLGGGKFGSGR 
 

 

From mRNA display library 
  

Sso7d-rIgG
a
 YRVFRSGKTIFFRYDLGGGKLGVGI 

Sso7d-rIgG-2 YWVRRHGKSITFQYDLGGGKNGLGF 

Sso7d-rIgG-3 QLVRRRGKRITFRYDLGGGKKGVGY 
  

Sso7d-BNP-32 YCVKRSGKKIRFFYDLGGGKRGIGT 

Sso7d-BNP-32-3 ARVWRVGKRILFGYDLGGGKLGIGR 

Sso7d-BNP-32-4 LYVYRIGKRIIFAYDLGGGKVGVGW 
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Table 2.2 Continued 

Sso7d-BNP-32-6 

Sso7d-BNP-32-7 

SWVFRRGKYIIFAYDLGGGKGGHGK 

QAVSRIGKHINFKYDLGGGKQGSGC 

 

  

 

 

...50........60........70........80 

TM1112-WT  KVEVTTEDGKKYVIEKGDLVTFPKGLRCRWKVLE 
  

Tm1112-BNP-32
a , b FVCVLTMDGKTYGID------------------- 

a 
These proteins were chosen for further analysis 

b 
A truncated TM1112 mutant was obtained due to the introduction of a stop codon at K62 

c
  A threonine insertion was inadvertently introduced between W292 and T293  (indicated by  I) 

during oligonucleotide synthesis; this insertion is shown in bold font and italicized.  

 

 

 

 

  

.267.......277.......287...I....297.......307.. 

ChBD-WT
c
  SLEVKVNDWGSGAEYDVTLNLDGQYDWTTVKVKLAPGATVGSFWSAN 

 
.313.......323.......333..  

 KQEGNGYVIFTPVSWNKGPTATFGFI 
  

 .267.......277.......287...I....297.......307.. 

ChBD-rIgG
a, c PLRVRVVDLGSGAWYLVLLHLDGQYDWTTVKVKLAPGATVGSFYSAN 

 
.313.......323.......333.. 

 KQEGNGYVIFTPVSQNKGPQAWFEFE 
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Table 2.3: KD estimates for selected mutants. Yeast cells displaying mutant proteins as cell 

surface fusions were labeled with varying concentrations of soluble target, and the fraction of 

cell surface fusions bound to the target was measured using flow cytometry. Data from at least 

three separate experiments for each mutant was fit to a monovalent binding isotherm and the KD 

values were estimated from a global fit. 68% confidence intervals were calculated as previously 

described [46]. 

Target molecule Target 

size(kDa) 

Mutant-

scaffold 

KD (nM) 68% confidence 

interval (nM) 

Half maximal
a
 

KD (nM) 

Fluorescein 

 

0.39 Sso7d 879
a
 515-1700 - 

Beta catenin C-

terminus peptide 

 

1.36 Sso6901 3297 2120-5300 - 

BNP32 4 Sso6901 2100 1560-2850 - 

  Tm1112 653 565-755 - 

 

 

 Sso7d
b
 2696 2000-3650 - 

Lysozyme 

 

14.3 Sso7d 349
c
 225-540 - 

Rabbit IgG
d
 150 MIT

 
183 100-380 105±8 

  ChBD 271 150-530 163±9 

  Sso7d
b
 416 215-900 332±54 

a
 The half-maximal KD is the target concentration at which fraction of cell surface fusions bound 

to the target is 0.5. This corresponds to the concentration at which the fluorescence is half the 

value of the experimentally determined maximum fluorescence. Values are reported as mean of 

triplicate measurements ± standard error of the mean. 

b
 These binders were isolated from the mRNA display library of Sso7d mutants 

c
 The HEL binder isolated from the super-library was identical to a mutant previously isolated 

from the Sso7d yeast surface display library [10].  
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d
 In case of titrations with rIgG, fluorescence signal decreased at high target concentrations 

(hook effect). Such a decrease has been previously reported in yeast cell surface titrations [10, 

50]. Fluorescence values at higher concentrations were not included in calculations to estimate 

KD; this leads to a more conservative estimate of KD, i.e. a higher KD value. 
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Table 2.4: Analysis of thermal stability for wild-type scaffold proteins and mutants. The melting 

temperature (Tm) was determined by Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The temperature 

corresponding to the mid-point of irreversible thermal denaturation was determined from 

experiments with yeast cell surface displayed proteins. Unless stated otherwise, all data reported 

are Tm values. The average value from duplicate measurements is reported for all proteins, with 

the exception of TM1112-wild-type, where a single measurement was performed. Numbers in 

parentheses show Tm values obtained in each experiment. The T1/2 values reported are the mean 

from three separate experimentsstandard error of the mean. 

Wild-Type or Target-binding Mutant 

 

Tm  or T1/2 (
o
C) 

TM1112-WT 99.4 

Tm1112-BNP-32 381.7a 

  

MIT-WT 116.9 (116.7,117.2) 

MIT-rIgG 74.2 (74.1,74.3) 
  

Sso7d-WT 98 [51] 

Sso7d-HEL 92.7 [10] 

Sso7d-rIgG 85.5 (85.5,85.6) 

  

Sso690-WT 97.2 (97.1,97.3) 

Sso6901-β-catenin peptide 84.5 (84.5,84.6) 

Sso6901-BNP-32 76.2 (76.0,76.4) 

  

ChBD-WT >85b 

ChBD-rIgG 504.3a 

a
 T1/2 value  

b
 The wild-type ChBD protein has been reported to retain its secondary structure at 85°C [14]. 
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Table 2.5: Oligonucleotides and primers used for construction of the super-library. Randomized  

positions are shown in bold font. For all libraries, the degenerate NNN codon was used, with the 

exception of ChBD where an equimolar mixture of trimer phosphoramidites coding for all 

twenty amino acids was used at randomized positions; these are indicated by X. 

 

Scaffold Sequence 

 

TM1112  

 

Oligonucleotide U1_TM1112: 5’- GAA TTT GAT TGG TAT TAT GAT ACC AAC 

GAA ACC AGC TAT ATT CTG GAA GGC NNN GTG NNN GTG NNN ACC NNN 

GAT NNN AAA NNN TAT NNN ATT NNN NNN GGC GAT CTG GTG ACC TTT 

CCG AAA GGC CTG CGC AGC NNN TGG NNN GTG NNN NNN CCG GTG CGC 

AAA CAT TAT AAC CTG TTT -3’ 

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_TM1112):5’- AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT 

GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC ATG GAA GTG AAA 

ATT GAA AAA CCG ACC CCG GAA AAA CTG AAA GAA CTG AGC GTG GAA 

AAA TGG CCG ATT TGG GAA AAA GAA GTG AGC GAA TTT GAT TGG TAT 

TAT GAT ACC -3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P1r_YSD_TM1112):5’-CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC AAA CAG GTT ATA ATG TTT GCG 

CA -3’ 
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Table 2.5_ 

TM0487
a 

Continued_____________________________________________________________ 

Oligonucleotide U1_TM0487: 5’- ATG CCG ATG AGC AAA AAA GTG ACC AAA 

GAA GAT GTG CTG AAC GCG CTG AAA AAC GTG ATT GAT TTT GAG CTG 

GGC CTG GAT GTG GTG AGC CTG GGC CTG GTG NNN NNN ATT NNN ATT 

NNN NNN NNN AAC NNN GTG NNN GTG NNN ATG ACC ATG ACC ACC CCG 

ATG AGC CCG -3’ 

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_TM0487): 5’ - AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT 

GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC ATG CCG ATG AGC 

AAA AAA GTG A -3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P1r_YSD_TM0487): 5’- AAT CGC TTC TTC CGC ATC GCT CAG 

AAT CAT GCC CGC CAG CGG GCT CAT CGG GGT GGT - 3’ 

 

Oligonucleotide U2_TM0487: 5’- GCG ATT AAA AAA ATT GAA GGC GTG NNN 

NNN GTG NNN GTG NNN NNN ACC TTT GAT CCG CCG TGG ACC CCG GAA 

CGC ATG AGC CCG GAA CTG CGC GAA AAA TTT GGC GTG -3’  

 

Forward Primer (P2f_YSD_TM0487): 5’- CCG CTG GCG GGC ATG ATT CTG 

AGC GAT GCG GAA GAA GCG ATT AAA AAA ATT GAA GGC GTG- 3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P2r_YSD_TM0487): 5’-  CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC CAC GCC AAA TTT TTC GCG CAG - 

3’ 

MIT Oligonucleotide U1_MIT: 5’-AAA GCG GAT AAA GAA GGC AAA GTG NNN 

GAT GCG ATT NNN TAT TAT NNN AAA GCG ATT NNN GTG CTG NNN NNN 

ATT ATT GTG CTG TAT CCG GAA AGC GTG GCG NNN NNN GCG TAT NNN 

CAG ATG ATT NNN GAA TAT NNN NNN CGC ATT NNN TAT CTG NNN AAA 

GTG CTG CCG GCG AGC- 3’ 

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_MIT): 5’- AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT 

GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC ATG AGC GCG CAG GTG 

ATG CTG GAA GAT ATG GCG CGC AAA TAT GCG ATT CTG GCG GTG AAA 

GCG GAT AAA GAA GGC AAA- 3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P2r_YSD_MIT): 5’- CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC GCC GCT GCC ATC GCT GCT CGC 

CGG CAG CAC TTT -3’ 
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Table 2.5_ 

Ph1500 

Continued_____________________________________________________________ 

Oligonucleotide U1_Ph1500: 5’-GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC CAT CAT CAT CAT 

CAT CAT ATG GAA GGC GTG ATT ATG AGC NNN CTG NNN CTG NNN CCG 

CTG CCG AAA GTG GAA CTG CCG CCG GAT TTT GTG GAT G-3’  

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_Ph1500): 5’-AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT 

GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC CAT C-3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P1r_YSD_Ph1500): 5’-GCC CTG CAG TTT AAT GCG AAT CAC 

ATC CAC AAA ATC CGG CGG-3’ 

 

Oligonucleotide U2_Ph1500: 5’- ATT AAA CTG CAG GGC AAA ACC GTG CGC 

ACC GGC GAT NNN ATT NNN ATT NNN ATT CTG GGC AAA NNN GTG NNN 

TTT NNN GTG NNN NNN GCG NNN CCG AGC CCG CTG CGC GTG GAA GAT 

CGC ACC NNN ATT NNN CTG GTG ACC CAT CCG GGA TCC G-3’ 

 

Forward Primer (P2f_YSD_Ph1500): 5’- CCG CCG GAT TTT GTG GAT GTG ATT 

CGC ATT AAA CTG CAG GGC AAA ACC-3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P2r_YSD_Ph1500): 5’- CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC CGG ATG GGT CA-3’ 

 

Sso7d 

[10] 

Oligonucleotide U1_Sso7d: 5’- ATG GCG ACC GTG AAA TTT AAA TAT AAA 

GGC GAA GAA AAA CAG GTG GAT ATT AGC AAA ATT NNN NNN GTG NNN 

CGC NNN GGC AAA NNN ATT NNN TTT NNN TAT GAT CTG GGC GGC GGC 

AAA NNN GGC NNN GGC NNN GTG AGC GAA AAA GAT GCG CCG AAA 

GAA CTG CTG CAG ATG CTG GAA AAA CAG AAA AAA - 3’  

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_Sso7d): 5’-AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT 

GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC ATG GCG ACC GTG AAA 

TTT AAA TAT AAA G - 3’ 

 

Reverse Primer  (P1r_YSD_Sso7d): 5’- CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC TTT TTT CTG TTT TTC CAG CAT 

CTG -3’ 
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Table 2.5_ 

Sso6901 

Continued____________________________________________________________ 

Oligonucleotide U1_Sso6901: 5’- AGC AGC AGC GGC AAA AAA CCG GTG AAA 

GTG AAA ACC CCG GCG GGC AAA GAA GCG GAA CTG GTG CCG GAA NNN 

GTG NNN GCG NNN GCG CCG NNN GGC NNN AAA GGC NNN AAA NNN 

GGC NNN TTT NNN GAT CCG GAA ACC GGC AAA NNN TTT NNN CAT NNN 

CTG CCG GAT GAT TAT CCG ATT-3’ 

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_Sso6901): 5’- AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT 

GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC AGC AGC GGC AAA 

AAA CC-3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P1r_YSD_Sso6901): 5’- CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC AAT CGG ATA ATC ATC CGG CAG-

3’ 

 

 Oligonucleotide U1_ChBD: 5’-ACC CCT GTC CCA GTC TCA GGA  X CTA X 

GTA X GTA  X  GAT X  GGT AGT GGT GCT X TAT X GTG X CTT X TTG GAT 

GGA CAG TAT GAC TGG- 3’ 

 

Forward Primer (P1f_YSD_ChBD): 5’- AGT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT 

GGT GGT TCT GGT GGT GGT GGT TCT GCT AGC ACC ACC CCT GTC CCA 

GTC TCA G - 3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P1r_YSD_ChBD): 5’- GAA GCT TCC TAC AGT GGC TCC CGG 

CGC CAG TTT CAC TTT CAC GGT AGT CCA GTC ATA CTG TCC ATC CAA - 

3’ 

 

Oligonucleotide U2_ChBD: 5’- GGG AAT GGC TAT GTC ATC TTC ACT CCA 

GTA AGC  X AAT AAA GGG CCG  X GCA  X  TTT  X  TTC X GTA AAC GGA 

CCA CAA GGA GAC AAA - 3’  

 

Forward Primer (P2f_YSD_ChBD): 5’- GGA GCC ACT GTA GGA AGC TTC X 

AGC GCT AAC AAA CAA GAG GGG AAT GGC TAT GTC ATC TTC -3’ 

 

Reverse Primer (P2r_YSD_ChBD): 5’-  CTC GAG CTA TTA CAA GTC CTC TTC 

AGA AAT AAG CTT TTG TTC GGA TCC AAT CAC CTG GCC GTT AAT TTC 

CAG GGT AAT TTC TTC CAC TTT GTC TCC TTG TGG TCC GTT - 3’ 

 
a
 Two additional positions were inadvertently mutagenized; these are indicated in bold font and 

italicized 

b
 An amino acid insertion was inadvertently introduced; this is indicated in bold font and 

italicized 
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Figures 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1:  Selection of surface-accessible residues on scaffolds for randomization. Residues 

chosen for randomization are shown in licorice representation; this figure was generated using 

Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software. For each scaffold, the total number of amino acid 

residues in the wild-type protein, followed by the number of residues randomized, is shown in 

parentheses.   
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Figure 2.2: Analysis of cell surface protein expression for individual scaffold libraries and the 

combined super-library, through immunofluorescent detection of the c-myc epitope tag.  Yeast 

cells displaying mutant proteins as cell surface fusions were labeled with an anti-c-myc antibody 

followed by a secondary antibody conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488, or the fluorescent secondary 

antibody alone; cells were subsequently analyzed using flow cytometry. Fluorescence histograms 

for each scaffold library, as well as the combined super-library are shown. The green histogram 

corresponds to the control sample labeled with just the secondary antibody; controls for 

individual scaffold libraries are not shown in the interest of clarity. Numbers in parentheses in 

the legend show the approximate percentage of yeast cells in each library expressing the c-myc 

epitope tag, and therefore by inference, full-length proteins as cell surface fusions. 
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Figure 2.3: Analysis of binding specificity of MIT-rIgG. Yeast cells displaying MIT-rIgG as cell 

surface fusions were labeled with 1 ###M rIgG or an equivalent concentration of the non-target 

immunoglobulin species donkey IgG (dIgG), goat IgG (gIgG), chicken IgG (cIgY) and mouse 

IgG (mIgG). Fluorescence histograms confirm the high specificity of MIT-rIgG binding to rIgG; 

binding to other non-target immunoglobulins is insignificant. 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic for screening of a high diversity Sso7d library using a combination of 

mRNA display and yeast surface display. The mRNA display was screened against magnetic 

beads coated with rIgG or BNP-32, and bead-bound mRNA-cDNA-protein fusions were 

isolated. DNA was recovered by PCR and transformed into yeast to construct a yeast surface 

display library. Subsequently FACS was used to isolate the pool of binders with highest affinity 

for the target from the yeast display library.  
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Figure 2.5: Mutant proteins recombinantly expressed in E. coli are functional. Yeast cells 

expressing mutant proteins as cell surface fusions were labeled with their corresponding targets 

in the absence (dark grey bars) or presence (light grey bars) of 100-200 fold excess soluble 

mutant protein, and fluorescence intensity of cells due to cell surface bound target was recorded 

using flow cytometry. Fluorescence intensity decreases in the presence of the soluble protein; 

this shows that the recombinant protein is functional and binds the target.  Error bars indicate the 

standard error of the mean for all cells assayed.  
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Figure 2.6: CD spectra of (a) wild-type MIT, (b) wild-type Sso6901 and mutants in 20 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).  The baseline corrected molar ellipticity (θ) was normalized 

as , where θmin and θmax are the minimum and maximum values of 

baselinecorrected molar ellipticity. Normalized ellipticity values are plotted here. 
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Figure 2.7: Analysis of thermal stability through determination of the mid-point of irreversible 

thermal denaturation (T1/2) of yeast surface displayed protein. Yeast cells expressing 

Tm1112BNP-32 and ChBD-rIgG as cell surface fusions were incubated at different 

temperatures in the range 20-80 
o
C. Subsequently, cells were labeled with the corresponding 

targets (2 ###M BNP32 and 500 nM rIgG) and fraction of cell surface fusions that retain binding 

to the target was assessed using flow cytometry. The solid curves were obtained by fitting 

experimental data to the theoretical relationship between the fraction of protein fusions retaining 

binding and the incubation temperature.  Representative data from one of three separate 

experiments is shown.  
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Appendix A: Supplementary Figures 
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Supplementary Figure 2.1: Yeast cell surface titration plots for estimation of KD. Yeast cells 

displaying mutant proteins as cell surface fusions were labeled with biotinylated target followed 

by streptavidin-phycoerythrin (strep-PE). Subsequently, cells were analyzed using flow 

cytometry. Different symbols denote data from different experiments. The solid line shows the 

fraction of cell surface bound fusions bound to the target, as estimated by a global fit of the 

experimental data to a monovalent binding isotherm. Sso7d (Y+M) refers to the mutants 

obtained from the mRNA display library; all other mutants were isolated from the super-library. 
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Abstract 

We have generated a binding protein for Red clover necrotic mosaic virus (RCNMV), a plant 

virus, through mutagenesis of the highly stable Sso7d protein from the hyperthermophilic 

archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus. The Sso7d-based RCNMV-binding protein (RBP) was then 

used to purify RCNMV from plant sap, using a variation of affinity chromatography. In this 

scheme – termed avidity chromatography – RCNMV from plant sap is captured on a nickel 

column that is pre-loaded with hexahistidine tagged RBP. The highly avid interaction between 

RCNMV and immobilized RBP ensures efficient capture of RCNMV despite modest binding 

affinity (KD ~ 100 nM) of the RBP-RCNMV interaction. Subsequently, RBP is eluted from the 

column along with RCNMV; a single density gradient ultracentrifugation step is used to separate 

the RBP from RCNMV, as well as concentrate pure RCNMV. This purification scheme 

precludes the need for harsh elution conditions that are typically required for affinity 

chromatography of viruses and also eliminates the need for chemical conjugation of the affinity 

ligand to a resin. Further, the 7 kDa RBP has high thermal stability (Tm ~ 83 °C) and can be 

recombinantly expressed at high yield in E. coli. We have previously shown that highly-specific 

binding proteins with high thermal and pH stability can be generated for a wide spectrum of 

target species through mutagenesis of Sso7d [1]. Thus, taken together, Sso7d-based binding 

proteins are well suited for use as affinity ligands for viruses in general, and may reduce the cost 

and complexity of virus purification.  
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Introduction 

Virus purification is central to applications such as production of viral vaccines and vectors for 

gene delivery. Typically, viral purification involves multiple centrifugation and density gradient 

ultracentrifugation steps at the laboratory scale, or membrane-based filtration and 

chromatography steps at larger scales [2]. The use of affinity chromatography can significantly 

reduce the cost and complexity of virus purification. In particular, immunoaffinity 

chromatography, which exploits the highly selective interaction between the virus particle and an 

immobilized antibody or antibody fragments, can separate viruses from complex mixtures in a 

single step. Indeed, this strategy has been previously used for virus purification in several 

different systems [3-6]. However, the use of antibody-based affinity chromatography for virus 

purification suffers from two key disadvantages. First, the use of antibodies for large-scale virus 

purification is impractical in general due to their relatively high cost of production and low 

stability. Second, immunoaffinity chromatography for viruses typically requires stringent elution 

conditions that may be unsuitable for labile viruses, as well as further accelerate the degradation 

of column performance due to antibody denaturation. The need for harsh elution conditions 

arises in large part due to the highly avid – and hence strong – interaction between the 

immobilized antibody molecules and multiple copies of their cognate targets on the viral surface. 

Here we describe the development of a stable non-antibody affinity ligand for a plant virus, Red 

clover necrotic mosaic virus (RCNMV), and subsequent purification of RCNMV from plant sap 

using a variation of affinity chromatography that eliminates the need for stringent elution 

conditions. 
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Plant viruses are of great interest due to their role in plant disease. More recently, the use of plant 

viruses in imaging and drug delivery applications has been explored. Fluorescently labeled 

cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV) particles have been used for vascular imaging in vivo [7].  Also, 

the hollow protein shell of plant viruses can be filled with therapeutic cargo to produce 

drug-filled plant virus nanoparticles (PVNs); subsequently, the outer surface of these PVNs can 

be modified to target specific cell types upon in vivo administration [8-10]. Of the several plant 

viruses investigated for drug delivery, RCNMV has shown significant promise[11]. RCNMV is a 

spherical RNA virus, 36 nm in diameter, belonging to the Dianthovirus genus, family 

Tombusviridae [12]. The T=3 virus capsid consists of 180 copies of a 37 kDa capsid protein; 

three chemically equivalent copies of the capsid protein form a trimer. Depletion of divalent 

cations such as Ca
2+

 and Mg
2+

 results in conformational changes in the capsid protein and 

formation of pores (11-13 A°) in the viral shell [13]. Small molecule drugs can be infused into 

the virus through these pores. Subsequently, re-addition of divalent cations can be used to close 

the pores and encapsulate the drug [14]. 

RCNMV is typically propagated by infecting a suitable host plant under standard greenhouse 

conditions for 7 to 10 days, and purified using multiple centrifugation and ultracentrifugation 

steps [15]. In this study, we generated an RCNMV binding protein (RBP) through mutagenesis 

of the highly stable Sso7d protein from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus. 

RBP – with modest binding affinity for RCNMV (KD ~ 100 nM) – was then used as an affinity 

ligand to isolate RCNMV from plant sap, using a variation of affinity chromatography termed 

“avidity chromatography”. In our purification scheme, RBP containing a hexahistidine (6xHis) 

tag is immobilized on a nickel-nitriloacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column. RCNMV from plant sap is  
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captured, with high specificity, on the Ni-NTA column due to the highly avid interaction 

between RCNMV and RBP. Subsequently, RBP is eluted from the column along with RCNMV; 

this is different from conventional affinity chromatography schemes where the target species to 

be purified is eluted. Due to the large difference in molecular weight between RCNMV (~ 8.4 

MDa) and RBP (~ 7 kDa), and the relatively low affinity of their binding interaction, a single 

ultracentrifugation step can be used to further separate RCNMV from RBP. This step also serves 

as a concentration and buffer-exchange step for RCNMV; RBP can be re-used for further cycles 

of virus purification. Notably, RBP has several advantages over antibodies such as low 

molecular weight, high thermal stability (Tm ~ 83°C) and ease of recombinant expression at high 

yield in E. coli.  We have previously shown that highly specific binding proteins for a wide 

spectrum of targets can be obtained through mutagenesis of the Sso7d protein. Therefore, we 

expect that our approach can be extended to purification of other viruses. Taken together, our 

approach may lead to significant reduction in the cost and complexity of virus purification 

schemes.  

Materials and Methods 

RCNMV purification using conventional protocol. RCNMV was obtained as described by 

Lockney et al [15]. Briefly, leaves of Nicotiana clevelandii plants grown in a greenhouse at 20-

24 °C for 4-6 weeks were rub-inoculated with the RNA1 and RNA2 transcripts of RCNMV. 7-

10 days post-inoculation, plants were harvested by cutting the stem at the root and stored at -80 

°C. Plant tissue (300 g) from -80 °C stock was combined with 900 ml of 200 mM Sodium 

acetate, pH 5.3 and 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol (v/v) and homogenized in a Waring Pro Stainless  
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Steel blender (Waring Products, Torrington, CT) set low for 30 sec on and 30 sec off, 3 times. 

The homogenized slurry was incubated on ice and slowly stirred for 10 min, and the slurry was 

strained through 4 layers of cheesecloth. The resulting sap was centrifuged at 6600xg for 25 min 

to remove particulate matter and the supernatant was strained through miracloth (EMD 

Biosciences, San Diego, CA) to remove pelleted plant debris from the sap. 450 ml of sap was 

mixed with 900 ml 40% PEG 8000/1 M NaCl and the virus was precipitated out of suspension 

by incubating on ice at 4 °C with slow stirring for 2 hours. Subsequently, the precipitant was 

pelleted out of suspension by centrifugation at 6600xg for 20 min at 4 °C and the virus pellets 

were suspended in 53 ml 50 mM HEPES pH 7.2 buffer at 4 °C. After 30 min, the suspension was 

centrifuged at 6600xg for 10 min. The supernatant was filtered through miracloth and further 

purified by ultracentrifugation through a 1-inch 20% sucrose pad at 167,000xg for 2 hours at 5 

°C in a Beckman L8-70M ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter Inc., Brea, CA). Pellets were 

resuspended in 1 ml 20 mM HEPES pH 7.2 overnight at 4 °C and further centrifuged at 

10,000xg for 10 min to remove insoluble material. The supernatant was subjected to 

ultracentrifugation again at 167,000xg for 2 hours at 5 °C through a 20% sucrose pad. Pellets 

were immediately suspended in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.2 or 20 mM sodium 

acetate buffer pH 5.3. After overnight suspension, the virus concentration was measured based 

on UV absorbance at 260 nm (A260); molar absorptivity of RCNMV at 260 nm is 6.46 ml mg
-1

 

cm
-1

.  An A260/A280 ratio between 1.63-1.72 is indicative of pure virus. 

Biotinylation of RCNMV.  2 mg of EZ-Link Maleimide PEG2-Biotin (Thermo Scientific, 

Rockford, IL) in 50 L of DMSO was added to 5 mg of RCNMV (3 mg/ml) in 50 mM 

phosphate buffer, pH 7.1 and the mixture was incubated for 2 hours at room temperature.  
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Subsequently, the mixture was dialyzed against 4 L 1X DPBS (Dulbecco’s PBS; Sigma-Aldrich, 

St. Louis, MO) at 4 °C for 16 hours. Biotinylated-RCNMV was then further purified by desalting 

on a NAP-25 column (GE Healthcare, UK) equilibrated with 1X DPBS. Fractions containing the 

highest concentration of virus were pooled and centrifuged for 5 min at 10,000xg to remove any 

aggregates. Integrity of the viral capsid was confirmed by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

studies at room temperature, using a Malvern 1000 ES Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, UK). The 

biotin-to-RCNMV ratio was estimated as 58.5 ± 3.8:1 using a biotin quantitation kit as per the 

manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL).  

Isolation of RCNMV-binding Sso7d mutants. RCNMV-binding proteins were isolated from a 

combinatorial library of ~ 10
8
 Sso7d mutants, using previously described protocols [1]. Briefly, 

biotinylated RCNMV was incubated overnight at 4 °C with 100 l Dynal
TM

 biotin binder beads 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to generate magnetic beads coated with RCNMV. Yeast cells (~ 10
9
) 

expressing Sso7d mutants as cell surface fusions were incubated with 100 l Dynal
TM

 biotin 

binder beads pre-washed in PBS (8g/L NaCl, 0.2g/L KCl, 1.44 g/L Na2HPO4, 0.24 g/L KH2PO4, 

pH 7.4) containing 0.1% Bovine Serum Albumin (PBS-BSA) and bead-bound cells were 

discarded using a magnetic particle concentrator (Invitrogen); this step serves to eliminate 

mutants that bind streptavidin on the biotin-binder beads. The remaining yeast cells were 

incubated with ~ 2x10
7
 RCNMV-coated beads washed with PBS-BSA, for 1 hr with gentle 

rotation at 4 °C. Beads were subsequently isolated using a magnetic particle concentrator, 

washed in PBS-BSA and resuspended in 5 ml SDCAA medium (20g/L dextrose, 5g/L casamino 

acids, 6.7g/L yeast nitrogen base, 5.40 g/L Na2HPO4, 7.45 g/L NaH2PO4) with 1:100 

penicillin-streptomycin solution (Invitrogen); bead-bound cells that express RCNMV-binding  
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mutants were expanded by culturing in a shaker (250 rpm) for 48 hrs at 30 °C. 

The pool of Sso7d mutants isolated using the magnetic selection step described above was 

further sorted using Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) to isolate mutants with the 

highest binding affinity for RCNMV. Briefly, yeast cells expressing Sso7d mutants as cell 

surface fusions were simultaneously labeled with biotinylated RCNMV and a chicken antibody 

against the c-myc epitope tag (Invitrogen). Immunofluorescent detection was achieved using 

secondary labeling with streptavidin-phycoerythrin (strep-PE) and a goat ant-chicken antibody 

conjugated with Alexa Fluor 633 (Invitrogen). Two rounds of FACS sorting, at 350 nM and 

100 nM RCNMV respectively, were carried out using a BD FacsAria
TM

 flow cytometer (BD, 

San Jose, CA). The pool of mutants isolated after the second sort were plated onto an SDCAA 

plate (20g/L dextrose, 5g/L casamino acids, 6.7g/L yeast nitrogen base, 5.40 g/L Na2HPO4, 7.45 

g/L NaH2PO4, 15 g/L agar). Plasmid DNA was isolated from six clones and sequenced. One of 

the clones was denoted as RCNMV-binding protein (RBP) and used for subsequent analysis.  

Recombinant expression and purification of RBP.  RBP was cloned into the pET22b (+) 

vector (EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) for recombinant expression with a C-terminal 6xHis 

tag. RBP was expressed in Rosetta
TM

 (EMD Biosciences) or BL21 (New England Biolabs 

(NEB), Ipswich, MA) E. coli cells and purified as previously described [1]. RBP was also 

expressed as a fusion protein with enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP) in Rosetta
TM 

cells 

and purified using similar protocols. The RBP-EGFP fusion contains a [(Gly)4 Ser]3 linker 

between the N-terminal RBP and the C-terminal EGFP; a C-terminal 6xHis tag flanks the EGFP. 

Concentration of the RBP-EGFP fusion was measured using absorbance at 488 nm using an 

extinction co-efficient of 55,000 M
-1

cm
-1

 for EGFP [16]. 
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Biophysical characterization of RBP.  The change in apparent size of RCNMV upon 

incubation with RBP was analyzed using DLS. RCNMV in 50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7 

was equilibrated with RBP (15 M) in a molar ratio of 1:300 (RCNMV: RBP) in a 1 ml volume. 

The RCNMV: RBP mixture or RCNMV alone was analyzed in a Malvern 1000 ES Zetasizer 

using a nonnegative least squares (NNLS) algorithm. Melting temperature of RBP dialyzed in 

PBS was determined by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) using a Nano DSC II 

differential scanning calorimeter (TA instruments, Newcastle, DE) 

Estimation of KD.  2x10
7
 Dynal

TM
 biotin-binder beads were washed with PBS-BSA and 

incubated with 42.5 g biotinylated RCNMV in 1 ml PBS-BSA overnight at 4 °C with gentle 

rotation. Beads were washed with PBS-BSA and incubated with varying concentrations of 

RBP-EGFP for 1 hr at 4 °C with gentle rotation. After the incubation step, beads were further 

washed with PBS-BSA and fluorescence due to bead-bound RBP-EGFP was analyzed using 

flow cytometry. The equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) was estimated through a global fit of 

data from three separate experiments to the equation 0

D 0

c[L]
F=

K +[L]
, where, F is the observed 

mean fluorescence intensity, [L]0 is the concentration of RBP-EGFP, and c and KD
 
are fitted 

parameters. 68% confidence intervals were calculated as described [17]; these are similar to the 

commonly reported standard deviation of triplicate measurements. 

Purification of RCNMV by avidity chromatography. Initial evaluation of RCNMV capture by 

immobilized RBP was carried out using pure RCNMV. 1 ml RCNMV (250 g/ml) was loaded at 

0.2 ml/min on a 1 ml Ni-NTA column (GE Healthcare, UK) connected to the AKTAprime
TM

 

FPLC system (GE Healthcare, UK). Alternately, 2 ml RBP (2.8 mg/ml) containing a C-terminus  
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6xHis tag was loaded at 0.2 ml/min on to the column, followed by washing with 5 ml  Buffer A 

(50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) and loading of 1 ml RCNMV (250 g/ml) at a flow rate of 

0.2 ml/min. In each case, elution was carried out using Buffer B (50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 

500 mM Imidazole, pH 7.5) at 1 ml/min, and chromatograms were recorded.  Size Exclusion 

Chromatography (SEC) studies were carried out on an S200 16/60 column (GE Healthcare). 

RBP (0.5 mg/ml) was equilibrated overnight with RCNMV at 4 °C at a RBP:RCNMV molar 

ratio of 300:1. Subsequently, the equilibrated mixture, and RCNMV and RBP individually were 

flowed through the column at 1 ml/min.  

To purify RCNMV from plant sap, in one experiment, 2 ml RBP (2.8 mg/ml) was loaded at 

1 ml/min on a 1 ml Ni-NTA column followed by 100 ml plant sap at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The 

column was washed with 16 ml 20 mM sodium-acetate, pH 5.5 and subsequently elution of 

protein in 1 ml fractions was obtained by flowing Buffer B at 1 ml/min. The elution fractions 

were pooled and subjected to ultracentrifugation at 167,000xg for 2 hrs at 5 °C through a 1-inch 

20% sucrose pad. The pellet from the ultracentrifugation step was immediately resuspended in 

1 ml of 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2 and incubated overnight. In parallel, supernatant from 

the ultracentrifugation step was dialyzed overnight in PBS to recover imidazole-free RBP for 

recycle. In other experiments, a 5 ml Ni-NTA column loaded with 40 mg of RBP was used for 

purifying RCNMV from plant sap. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). 10 l of an elution fraction of RCNMV purified 

from plant extract was prepared on a copper grid (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA) followed by the 

addition of 10 l saturated uranyl acetate (2% aqueous solution) for staining. The sample was  
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imaged at 80 kV; the image was captured using Kodak 4489 sheet film (Rochester, NY) in a 

JEOL JEM-1200EX (JEOL U.S.A., Peabody, MA) at the North Carolina State University Center 

for Electron Microscopy. 

Results 

Isolation of RCNMV-binding Sso7d mutants.  The Sso7d protein from Sulfolobus solfataricus 

is a small (63 amino acids, ~ 7kDa) and highly stable protein (Tm ~ 98°C) with DNA binding 

activity [18-21]. We have previously shown that binding proteins for a wide spectrum of targets 

can be isolated from a yeast surface display library of ~ 10
8
 Sso7d mutants, generated through 

mutagenesis of 10 amino acid residues in the DNA-binding surface of Sso7d [1]. We screened 

this Sso7d library for binders to RCNMV using a two-step procedure. First, yeast cells 

displaying Sso7d mutants as cell surface fusions were incubated with micron-sized streptavidin 

magnetic beads that were coated with biotinylated RCNMV; cells displaying mutants that bind 

RCNMV were isolated using a magnet. Subsequently, mutants isolated after magnetic selection 

was further screened using Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS). Yeast cells were 

simultaneously labeled with RCNMV and an antibody against the c-myc epitope tag; each Sso7d 

mutant contains a C-terminal c-myc tag. After two rounds of FACS at 350 nM and 100 nM 

RCNMV respectively, a smaller pool of RCNMV-binding mutants was obtained, as shown in 

Figure 3.1. Plasmid DNA was isolated from six individual clones in this population and 

sequenced.  Sequencing results are shown in Table 3.1; four distinct clones were identified. 

Clone Sso7d-RCNMV-4 appeared in 3 out of the six sequences analyzed and was denoted as 

RCNMV-binding protein (RBP). Flow cytometric analysis was used to further confirm that yeast 
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cells expressing RBP as cell surface fusions binds specifically to RCNMV, and not the 

secondary detection reagent (Supplementary Figure 3.1). RBP was used for all further analysis.  

Biophysical characterization of RBP.  RBP was recombinantly expressed in the E. coli 

cytoplasm with a C-terminal 6xHis tag and purified in a single step using Immobilized Metal 

Affinity Chromatography (IMAC). The unoptimized protein yield in shake flasks was estimated 

as ~ 25-30 mg of pure protein per liter of bacterial culture, using a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) 

assay with BSA as a standard. As is the case with several other Sso7d mutants [1], RBP has high 

thermal stability. The melting temperature (Tm) of RBP was estimated to be 83 °C using 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. We used Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) studies to confirm 

the RCNMV-binding activity of recombinantly expressed RBP. The diameter of RCNMV was 

estimated using DLS in the presence and absence of RBP. As shown in Figure 3.2, the average 

diameter of RCNMV observed increases in the presence of RBP; this suggests binding of RBP to 

RCNMV. We further estimated the equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) of the binding 

interaction between RBP and RCNMV as follows. RBP was recombinantly expressed with 

enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP) as a C-terminal fusion. Micron-sized beads coated 

with RCNMV were incubated with varying concentrations of RBP-EGFP and the fluorescence 

corresponding to bead-bound RBP was measured using flow cytometry. Subsequently the data 

from three separate experiments were fit to single step binding isotherm and the KD was 

estimated as 93 nM using non-linear least squares regression; the associated 68% confidence 

interval – akin to the commonly reported standard deviations for triplicate measurements – is 61-

138 nM. The binding isotherm is shown in Figure 3.3. This measurement corresponds to the KD 

of interaction between RBP and its corresponding binding site on RCNMV. It is highly likely  
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that RCNMV contains multiple binding sites for RBP; indeed, there are 180 copies of the capsid 

protein on the viral surface. However, since RCNMV is immobilized, the measured KD is not 

affected by the multivalency of RBP binding sites.  

Avidity-driven capture of RCNMV by RBP.  We hypothesized that a chromatography column 

with surface-bound RBP can efficiently capture RCNMV, due to the highly avid interaction 

between the multivalent RCNMV and RBP immobilized on a surface. To test this hypothesis, we 

immobilized RBP containing a 6xHis tag on a 1 ml Ni-NTA column. Next, we loaded 250 g of 

pure RCNMV on this column. As shown in Figure 3.4, RCNMV is completely captured on the 

column. In contrast, RCNMV is not retained on the column in the absence of immobilized RBP.  

Subsequently, both RBP and RCNMV were eluted in the presence of imidazole. Interestingly, 

the elution chromatogram shows two distinct peaks. SDS-PAGE analysis confirmed that the 

eluted fractions corresponding to the peak with lower retention time predominantly contains 

RCNMV. This observation suggests that RCNMV dissociates from RBP as it traverses through 

the column upon elution. The very large difference in size between RCNMV and RBP – 

molecular weights ~ 8400 kDa and ~ 7 kDa respectively – may result in these species having 

different retention times in the column due to a size exclusion effect. Notably, a previous study 

has reported the inaccessibility of pores in an NI-NTA resin to virus particles greater than 

4000 kDa [22]. 

These inferences were consistent with additional studies using size exclusion chromatography 

(SEC). Pure RCNMV, RBP or RBP equilibrated with RCNMV were loaded on to an SEC 

column. As seen in Figure 3.5, the chromatogram for the equilibrated mixture of RBP and  
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RCNMV shows two peaks that exactly overlay those corresponding to the pure RCNMV and  

RBP samples; no peak corresponding to an RBP-RCNMV complex is observed. As the 

RCNMV-RBP complexes flow through the column, complex dissociation as well as separation 

of RCNMV and RBP due to differences in molecular size takes place simultaneously. 

Complexes are completely dissociated before they exit the column. Note that the time scale for 

complex dissociation is significantly shorter than the retention times of RBP or RCNMV in the 

column. Using a conservative estimate of the association rate constant of RBP binding to 

RCNMV (10
5
 M

-1
 s

-1
) and experimentally determined KD, the dissociation half-life of 

RBP-RCNMV complexes is ~ 1.2 min; retention times for RCNMV and RBP are greater than 

20 min.  

Taken together, our results highlight two key points. First, RCNMV can be efficiently captured 

on an RBP column, due to the highly avid interaction between RCNMV and immobilized RBP. 

Second, due to the relatively low affinity of the RCNMV-RBP interaction in solution, RCNMV 

and RBP can be separated using a strategy that exploits the large difference in their molecular 

sizes. Examples of such a strategy include SEC or density gradient ultracentrifugation, as 

discussed in the following section.   

Purification of RCNMV from plant sap. Current protocols for purification of RCNMV from 

plant sap are time-consuming and involve multiple centrifugation and ultracentrifugation steps. 

We hypothesized that RCNMV could be purified from plant sap using avidity chromatography, 

as described in the previous section, followed by a single ultracentrifugation step to 

simultaneously separate RBP from RCNMV and also concentrate the isolated RCNMV. 
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Accordingly, RBP with a 6xHis tag was immobilized on a 5 ml Ni-NTA column and plant sap 

was loaded on to the column. Following a wash step, RBP and RCNMV were eluted with buffer  

containing imidazole. The relevant chromatogram for these steps is shown in Figure 3.6. The 

elution step results in two peaks, similar to those seen in Figure 3.4. We analyzed the elution 

fractions using SDS-PAGE to confirm the presence of the virus through detection of the viral 

capsid protein. We further used Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to verify that intact 

RCNMV was eluted from the column (Figure 3.7). 

All elution fractions were combined and sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation was carried out. 

Subsequently, the pellet obtained was resuspended in phosphate buffer to recover RCNMV. The 

supernatant containing RBP was dialyzed to remove imidazole and enable reuse of RBP. In 

parallel, we also purified RCNMV from the same batch of plant sap using conventional 

protocols. RCNMV purified in this way, the corresponding product from avidity chromatography 

and supernatant from the ultracentrifugation step were analyzed on an SDS-PAGE gel, as shown 

in Figure 3.8. The purity of RCNMV obtained using avidity chromatography is comparable to 

that isolated from plant sap using conventional procedures; purity was estimated as over 90% 

based on densitometry analysis of the band corresponding to the 37 kDa protein. Also, the 

A260/A280 ratio was determined as 1.69; A260/A280 ratio between 1.63-1.72 is indicative of pure 

virus. Strikingly, the supernatant from the ultracentrifugation step contains almost pure RBP; this 

underscores the specificity of RCNMV capture from plant sap by RBP. Approximately 1 mg of 

virus was isolated with a 5 ml column in this experiment.  
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Discussion 

We have shown that RBP, an affinity ligand obtained through mutagenesis of the highly stable 

Sso7d protein, can be used to isolate RCNMV from plant sap using avidity chromatography 

followed by a single ultracentrifugation step. Our approach reduces the overall complexity of 

RCNMV purification; a comparison with the currently used approach is shown in Figure 3.9. In 

addition, RBP provides significant advantages over antibodies that have been traditionally used 

in immunoaffinity chromatography. RBP has low molecular weight, can be produced 

recombinantly at high yields in E. coli and has high thermal stability (Tm = 83° C). In the course 

of our experiments, RBP (1 mg/ml) has been stored at 4 °C for several months without 

precipitation or loss of binding activity. 

The highly avid interaction between immobilized RBP and multiple binding sites on RCNMV 

leads to extremely efficient capture of RCNMV, despite modest binding affinity of the 

RBP-RCNMV interaction (KD ~ 100 nM).  While the avidity effect enables efficient capture of 

polyvalent target species, the strong column-target interaction also necessitates harsh elution 

conditions. To put this in context, the KD of interaction between Protein G and 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) is ~ 100 nM; yet, elution of the divalent IgG requires a pH of ~ 3 [23].  

Not surprisingly, the need for harsh elution conditions, primarily due to the avidity effect, is a 

distinct disadvantage of affinity chromatography for polyvalent virus purification. Notably, the 

need for harsh elution conditions is bypassed in our purification scheme by elution of RBP – as 

opposed to RCNMV – from the column. We used a buffer containing imidazole to elute the 

6xHis tagged RBP. Alternately, a low pH buffer may be used.  
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The eluted fractions contain a mixture of RBP and RCNMV. Subsequently, RCNMV can be 

separated from RBP by exploiting the large difference in their molecular sizes. The relatively 

low binding affinity of RBP for RCNMV ensures that the time-scale of dissociation of the 

RCNMV-RBP complexes is much smaller than the time-scale of the process used to separate 

RBP from RCNMV. This in turn allows near complete separation of RBP and RCNMV using 

sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation or SEC. Alternately, an ultrafiltration step may be used to 

separate RBP from RCNMV. In our scheme, ultracentrifugation simultaneously serves to 

concentrate RCNMV and enables buffer exchange. Ultracentrifugation may also be beneficial as 

a final polishing step after chromatography in the broader context of virus purification. In our 

studies, supernatant from the ultracentrifugation step contained near pure RBP. This RBP can be 

re-used after a buffer exchange step; indeed the ability to recycle RBP is critical to the practical 

applicability of our approach. We have confirmed that recycled RBP retains RCNMV-binding 

activity (Supplementary Figure 3.2). 

The yield of RCNMV was estimated as ~ 1 mg from a 5 ml Ni-NTA column loaded with ~ 40 

mg of RBP; over 90% of the RBP was recovered after ultracentrifugation. In contrast, the 

conventional protocol yielded ~ 10 mg of RCNMV from the same quantity of plant sap. 

Nevertheless, as seen in Figure 3.4, complete capture of RCNMV can be achieved by an RBP 

column. Therefore it is likely that use of a bigger column will result in higher yield of RCNMV. 

Interestingly, chromatograms in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.6 show the presence of two distinct 

elution peaks; upon elution, the retention time of RCNMV in the Ni column is lower than that of 

RBP. One possible explanation for this observation is that due to the large difference in their  
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molecular sizes, RBP follows a more tortuous path through the column than RCNMV. Pores in 

the Ni-NTA resin may be inaccessible to RCNMV due to its large size (MW > 8 MDa). Note 

that the inaccessibility of pores in an Ni-NTA resin to virus particles has been previously 

reported [22]. Also, these pores are also likely occupied by RBP, further reducing accessibility to 

RCNMV; the resin is pre-loaded with RBP in our purification scheme. Thus, a significant 

fraction of immobilized RBP may not be accessible to RCNMV, thereby reducing the yield per 

mg of immobilized RBP. The use of resins with larger pore sizes may increase the overall yield 

of RCNMV.  Another possibility is to use an alternate mode of operation wherein, RCNMV in 

plant sap is equilibrated with RBP prior to loading onto the Ni-NTA column; in this case, RBP is 

not pre-loaded on the column. In a pilot experiment, we confirmed that this mode of operation 

does indeed result in complete capture of the virus with significantly lower amounts of RBP used 

per mg of virus captured (Supplementary Figure 3.3). We achieved complete capture of ~ 160 

g of RCNMV with ~ 0.5 mg of RBP, using a 1 ml Ni-NTA column.  

In summary, we have shown that RBP – a stable non-immunoglobulin affinity ligand – can be 

used to design a convenient purification scheme for RCNMV. This approach can be easily 

extended for purification or selective capture of other viruses provided suitable affinity ligands 

can be identified. In this context, we have previously shown that binding proteins for a wide 

spectrum of targets can be obtained from a combinatorial library of Sso7d mutants. Most 

importantly, Sso7d mutants are highly stable, can be produced at high yields in E. coli, and can 

withstand pH extremes [1]. These properties make Sso7d-based binding proteins well suited for 

use as affinity ligands in virus purification. Due to their pH stability, Sso7d ligands may be used 

in conventional affinity chromatography schemes if the virus can withstand harsh elution  
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conditions. Alternately, an avidity chromatography scheme as described here may be used. In 

addition to precluding harsh elution conditions, a distinct advantage of our approach is 

elimination of the need to chemically conjugate the affinity ligand on a resin. Thus, Sso7d-based 

affinity ligands may reduce the cost and complexity of virus purification. 
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Tables 

 

Table 3.1: Amino acid sequences of RCNMV-binding Sso7d mutants. Mutated residues are in 

bold font and underlined, only residues in the mutated region of Sso7d is shown. 

Wild type/mutant Sequence 

       20........30........40... 

Sso7d-WT        KKVWRVGKMISFTYDLGGGKTGRGA 

Sso7d-RCNMV-1       LRVYRTGKMIFFSYDLGGGKYGSGL 

Sso7d-RCNMV-2       IRVYRTGKSIYFGYDLGGGKFGYGF 

Sso7d-RCNMV-3       LRVYRSGKQIFFAYDLGGGKFGGGN 

Sso7d-RCNMV-4 

(RBP)
a
 

      KYVLRRGKGIWFIYDLGGGKTGFGD 

a
Sequence corresponding to RBP was indentified in 3 out of 6 clones sequenced; RBP was used 

for all further analysis. 
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Figures  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Isolation of RCNMV-binding Sso7d mutants by FACS. Yeast cells displaying Sso7d 

mutants as cell surface fusions were simultaneously labeled with biotinylated RCNMV and a 

saturating concentration of chicken anti-c-myc antibody, followed by secondary labeling with 

streptavidin-phycoerythrin (strep-PE) and a goat anti-chicken antibody conjugated with Alexa 

Fluor 633. (a) Yeast cells labeled only with the anti-c-myc antibody (no RCNMV control) 

(b) The pool of yeast cells obtained after magnetic selection was labeled at 350 nM RCNMV. 

Cells in the polygonal region were sorted by FACS.   

(c) Yeast cells from the 350 nM sort were labeled with 100 nM RCNMV and cells in the 

polygonal region were sorted again by FACS. (d) Yeast cells from the 100 nM sort were labeled 

with 10 nM RCNMV. Individual clones from this population were sequenced.  
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Figure 3.2: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) spectra of RCNMV and an equilibrated mixture of 

RCNMV and RBP. RCNMV was equilibrated with RBP (15 M) at a molar ratio of 1:300 

(RCNMV: RBP), in a 1 ml volume. DLS spectra for this mixture and RCNMV alone were 

recorded. The increase in particle size distribution of RCNMV in the presence of RBP (grey 

curve) relative to RCNMV alone (black curve) indicates binding of RBP to RCNMV. 
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Figure 3.3: Titration plot for estimation of KD. Biotinylated RCNMV immobilized on 

biotin-binder magnetic beads was incubated with varying concentrations of RBP-EGFP and 

beads were analyzed using flow cytometry. Different symbols indicate data from three separate 

experiments. The solid line shows the fraction of immobilized RCNMV bound to RBP-EGFP, as 

estimated by a global fit of the experimental data to a one-step binding isotherm. 
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Figure 3.4: RCNMV is captured by immobilized RBP. Pure RCNMV (250 g) was loaded on a 

1 ml Ni-NTA column. No RCNMV is captured in the absence of immobilized RBP, as seen in 

the peak between 15 and 30 min (grey curve). In a separate experiment, (black curve), the 

Ni-NTA column was loaded with 6xHis-tagged RBP followed prior to introduction of RCNMV 

(250 g). All RCNMV is captured on the column. Upon introduction of elution buffer containing 

imidazole (at ~ 32 min on the chromatogram), RCNMV is co-eluted with RBP. 
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Figure 3. 5: Size exclusion chromatography analysis of RBP-RCNMV binding. Pure RCNMV 

(0.5 mg/ml) was incubated overnight with RBP in a 1:300 molar ratio of RCNMV:RBP. Pure 

RCNMV, RBP or the equilibrated mixture of RBP and RCNMV were loaded on to an SEC 

column. The chromatogram for the equilibrated mixture shows two peaks that exactly overlay 

those corresponding to the pure RCNMV and RBP samples; no peak corresponding to an 

RBP-RCNMV complex is observed. 
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Figure 3.6: RCNMV purification from plant sap by avidity chromatography. A 1 ml Ni-NTA 

column was saturated with 6XHis tagged RBP, and loaded with plant sap. RCNMV was 

subsequently co-eluted with RBP using buffer containing imidazole. 
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Figure 3.7: TEM image of RCNMV particles purified from plant sap by avidity 

chromatography. Plant sap was flowed through a Ni-NTA column pre-loaded with 6xHis tagged-

RBP. TEM grids were prepared from eluted fractions containing RCNMV, as identified by 

analysis on an SDS-PAGE gel. 
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Figure 3.8: SDS-PAGE analysis of RCNMV purified by avidity chromatography, and RCNMV 

obtained using the conventional method. Lane 1: RCNMV obtained using avidity 

chromatography followed by a single ultracentrifugation step. A protein band corresponding to 

the capsid protein (37 kDa) is observed. Lane 2:  RCNMV purified by conventional method 

Lane 3: Molecular weight marker.  Lane 4: RBP recovered from supernatant in the 

ultracentrifugation step.  
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between RCNMV purification from plant sap by avidity 

chromatography and the conventional method. 
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Appendix A: Supplementary Figures 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1: RBP binds specifically to RCNMV and not the secondary detection 

reagent.  Yeast cells expressing RBP as cell surface fusions were labeled with 10 nM 

biotinylated RCNMV (black histogram) or PBS-BSA only (grey histogram), followed by 

secondary labeling with strep-PE, and analyzed using flow cytometry. The higher PE 

fluorescence in the presence of RCNMV (black histogram) shows specific binding of yeast cell 

surface displayed RBP to RCNMV.  
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Supplementary Figure 3.2: RBP from the supernatant in the ultracentrifugation step retains 

RCNMV-binding activity. 40 g each of fresh RBP and RBP from the supernatant in the 

ultracentrifugation step were immobilized on Ni-NTA magnetic beads through overnight 

incubation at 4 °C. Beads were washed in PBS-BSA and labeled with 30 nM biotinylated 

RCNMV, followed by secondary labeling with strep-PE, and analyzed by flow cytometry. 

(a) Fluorescence histogram of control beads (without immobilized RBP) labeled with strep-PE 

only. (b) Fluorescence histogram of beads with fresh RBP immobilized, and labeled with 

biotinylated RCNMV followed by strep-PE. (c)  Fluorescence histogram of beads coated with 

RBP obtained from the supernatant of the ultracentrifugation step.  
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Supplementary Figure 3.3: Capture of RCNMV on a Ni-NTA column when RBP incubated 

with RCNMV prior to loading on the column. (a) Pure RCNMV (0.162 mg) and RBP (0.5 mg) 

in 1 ml were incubated on ice for 40 min and loaded on a 1 ml Ni-NTA column at 0.2 ml/min; 

loading commences at ~ 5 min on the chromatogram. The column was washed with Buffer A (50 

mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) for 5 min at 0.2 ml/min and eluted with buffer containing 

imidazole; elution commences at ~ 55 min on the chromatogram. RCNMV is completely 

captured on the column, and subsequently eluted in the presence of imidazole. (b) SDS-PAGE 

analysis of eluted fractions confirms the presence of a 37 kDa band corresponding to the coat 

protein of RCNMV. Lane 1: molecular weight marker. Lanes 2-5: 1 ml eluted fractions collected 

between 62-65 min, as shown in the chromatogram. 
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Chapter 4 

Free Solution Capillary Electrophoresis (FSCE) for Biomolecular separation  
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Abstract 

 

The key to understanding any cellular process is to measure the concentrations of relevant 

biomolecules such as proteins and messenger RNAs. The heart of any measurement process is a 

biomolecular probe that specifically recognizes and binds the target of interest with high affinity. 

When it comes to measuring the concentrations of proteins, antibodies are the first choice as 

probe. Antibodies however have large, multi-domain structure containing disulfide bridges and 

hence they cannot be easily produced in common bacterial expression systems. Also, antibodies 

against the ever increasing list of target-proteins are not commercially available. Apart from 

antibodies, another challenge facing quantitative biology is the detection of proteins and mRNAs 

present in low concentration (~ picogram/liter) as well as in low volume (~ tens of microliters). 

This is especially true in the context of quantitative cell biology where the number of cells 

available for analysis may be too few to gather sufficient amount of proteins or RNA for 

detection. We show here the proof-of-concept of a novel FSCE-based approach to isolate binders 

from library screening as well as mRNA quantification. 
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Free Solution Capillary Electrophoresis-based probe separation 

Biomolecular probes that uniquely recognize targets of interest are generated by introducing 

mutations in the scaffold protein. The specific mutations that need to be introduced in the 

scaffold protein are most commonly identified through combinatorial methods. Simplistically, a 

large library of mutant proteins based on the scaffold is created and the proteins that exhibit the 

highest affinity of binding for the target are selected. The key challenge in this process is to 

identify and isolate the protein with desired properties and is achieved using tools such as mRNA 

display that links the genotype to the phenotype [1-10].  Other combinatorial screening 

techniques such as yeast surface display and phage display have also been reported elsewhere 

[11-18]. In mRNA display, a protein/peptide is attached to the nucleic acid sequence that codes 

for it via puromycin (Figure 4.1). Puromycin is an antibiotic that can form a covalent bond 

between the C-terminus of the protein and the mRNA that encodes it. The DNA encoding the 

protein is in vitro transcribed into an mRNA without a stop codon. The 3' end of the mRNA is 

then ligated with a nucleic acid linker modified to have puromycin at the 3' end. Since there is no 

stop codon, the growing peptide does not cleave off of the mRNA during the in vitro translation 

step and allows puromycin to form a covalent bond with the C-terminus of the protein. 

Puromycin acts as a translation inhibitor [19, 20]. A reverse transcription step is used to obtain 

an mRNA-cDNA-protein hybrid. In a typical selection scheme using mRNA display (Figure 

4.1), a library of the hybrid molecules is incubated with an immobilized target. The hybrid-target 

complexes are isolated, amplified by error-prone PCR and the entire process is repeated. After a 

few rounds, a pool of protein variants (in the mRNA-cDNA-protein format) with high affinity 

for the target is obtained. The identity of the protein scaffold variants is established using PCR.  
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Thus, linking of genotype (mRNA) to the phenotype (protein) can be achieved by mRNA display 

which allows retrieval of the identity of a functional protein after affinity maturation. MRNA 

display has been employed in obtaining mutant proteins with nanomolar affinity for 10th domain 

of Fibronectin type III and ScFv [1, 21]. MRNA display has also been used for improving the 

binding affinity of various proteins for the elucidation of many different phenomena, such as 

protein-DNA interaction and identification of drug target [21-28]. MRNA display has also been 

used for improving the binding affinity of various proteins for the elucidation of many different 

phenomena, such as protein-DNA interaction and identification of drug target [1, 29]. The reason 

for obtaining such an enormous number of mutants in a library is that no host organism is 

involved, which obviates the limitation inherent in the in vivo methods of selection. However, 

following limitations exist in the selection of proteins using mRNA display: 

1) Labeling of the library members: In the in vitro translation step, radioactive methionine is 

used to detect the translation product [2, 4, 8, 22, 23, 30]. Radioactivity is also required for 

carrying out the binding assay for the detection of potential mutants. 

2) Immobilization of the target molecule: A common feature of library screening procedures for 

selecting functional mutants from a library is immobilization of the target molecule. This 

immobilization may compromise the probable binding site of the target molecule which leads to 

the problem of “False Negatives”.  

3) Soluble target protein: The selection process typically requires at least several tens of 

micrograms of target protein. This may be difficult, especially in the case of targets such as 

membrane receptors. 
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We have developed a novel method based on free solution capillary electrophoresis (FSCE) to 

isolate binders from an mRNA display library. FSCE refers to the migration of charged species 

under the influence of an electric field, in a narrow channel containing a conducting buffer. The 

differential rate of migration can be used to separate the charged species. A key step in directed 

evolution by mRNA display involves the separation of the mRNA/cDNA-protein hybrids that 

binds the target of interest. We hypothesize that binding to a target results in different rates of 

electrophoretic migration of the free (unbound) and target-bound mRNA/cDNA-protein hybrids.   

 

Library screening using FSCE 

 

Upon equilibration of an mRNA display library with the target of interest, some of the probes 

will exhibit affinity to the target and hence bind to the target. However, most of the probes in the 

library will not bind to the target. So, the critical step here is the separation of the target-bound 

probes from the unbound ones. Free Solution Capillary Electrophoresis (FSCE) – a process that 

separates species based on their charge to friction ratio – will be implemented to achieve this 

separation with high efficiency. FSCE refers to the migration of a charged species in free 

solution under the influence of an electric field in a capillary. In free solution, the migration of a 

species is based on its charge to friction ratio, rather than size only. Therefore, DNA or RNA of 

any size (in terms of base pairs) travels with the same electrophoretic mobility i.e. velocity inside 

the capillary [31]. However, once a label or a tag is attached to a nucleotide, the theory of End 

Labeled Free Solution Electrophoresis (ELFSE) predicts that the DNA which is longer in size 

will travel faster than a shorter one in the absence of the bulk flow or the so called EOF (Electro 

Osmotic Flow) [31-34]. Conversely, in the presence of EOF, labeled DNA/RNA which is longer  
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in size will travel slower than a shorter one. The labeling of ssDNA or dsDNA can be achieved 

by covalently attaching a protein/peptide [34]. The charge to friction ratio of nucleotide alters 

upon binding to a protein moiety termed as a "drag-tag". This drag causes an additional friction 

which slows down the mobility of the nucleotide moiety [32]. Addition of another protein to the 

nucleotide moiety that is already bound to a protein will further slow down the migration of the 

species. In the case of library screening using mRNA display, let us assume that the mRNA-

cDNA-Sso7d hybrid molecule is the probe. The electrophoretic mobility of this probe relative to 

the mRNA-cDNA moiety can be related by to the following equation [34]: 

 

probe

probe

probe
M

M









 0                            (4.1) 

 

 

Where, 0  = electrophoretic mobility of the mRNA-cDNA portion; M = number of base pairs in 

the mRNA-cDNA portion; probe  = effective charge of the Sso7d mutant of the probe expressed 

in terms of the charge of base pairs and  probe = friction contributed by the Sso7d mutant and it 

is expressed in terms of the friction of one base pair of the mRNA-cDNA moiety.  The charge of 

the sso7d mutant of the probe, probe  is negligible compared to the highly negatively charged 

DNA moiety ( probeM  ). This simplifies the numerator of the right hand side of equation 4.1 

to M . However, once this probe is bound to the target molecule; the electrophoretic mobility of 

this newly formed 'complex' can be related to that of the probe according to the following 

simplification of equation 4.1, 
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 0  simplify to 
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„Complex‟ here refers to the mRN-cDNA-Sso7d probe bound to any target molecule. The value 

of i  can be determined using the following relationship as per reference [34]: 
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23

52

i

i

MW kDa


 
  

 
                  (4.3) 

 

Here, i  refers to the probe or the complex. For the probe, iMW is the molecular weight of Sso7d 

while in the case of the complex, iMW  refers to the combined molecular weight of Sso7d and 

the target moelcule. 23 is the experimentally determined  value and 52 kDa is the molecular 

weight of streptavidin respectively. If we plug in the values of M and those of i
 
in equation 

4.2, the reduction in the electrophoretic mobility of the complex, compared to the probe is 4.3%. 

We hypothesize that this difference in the electrophoretic mobility is sufficient to separate the 

two species by FSCE.  

As outlined in Figure 4.2, after putting the Sso7d library into mRNA display construct, the 

library will be incubated with a target and the equilibrium mix will be subjected to FSCE. In the 

presence of EOF, the complex will elute faster while the unbound ones will elute slower because 

of the difference in the electrophoretic mobility between the two species. The fraction that 

corresponds to the bound probes will be collected at the outlet of the capillary while the unbound  
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probes will be discarded. This fraction collected will then be subjected to error-prone PCR and a 

few more rounds of selection will be repeated. At the end of the final round, we will be left with 

the Sso7d mutants that have the highest affinity for the target molecule. These probes will be 

sequenced, cloned and expressed in E. coli for subsequent use as biomolecular probe. Indeed, 

FSCE has been employed in separating aptamers that bind a target from an aptamer-library [35-

41].  

The selection process outlined here has several distinct advantages over common selection 

techniques. First of all, in developing the mRNA display library, no radio-active labeling is 

necessary which is the most common tag used for quantification [2, 4, 8, 22, 23, 30]. Secondly, 

non-specific binding is completely eliminated since the bound and unbound probes are separated 

on the basis of their difference in electrophoretic mobility. Third of all, no modification of the 

target (such as fluorescent labeling) is required. Also, CE is able to pull out even low affinity 

binders that are often lost in a wash step in common affinity maturation techniques based on 

immobilized targets. 

 

Evidence of Successful In Vitro Translation 

 

We have successfully implemented the mRNA display of a chitin binding domain (ChBD) from 

Pyrococcus  furiosus (encoded in the ORF Pf1234). Briefly, the DNA coding for the ChBD 

flanked by a C-terminal 6x-His tag was in vitro transcribed to produce mRNA lacking a stop 

codon. The mRNA was then fused with a puromycin linker containing a poly-dA stretch using 

protocol described in [42]. The mRNA-linker species was subjected to in vitro translation in the 

presence of radioactive methionine and the reaction was purified using oligo-dT beads to obtain  
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mRNA-linker and mRNA-linker-ChBD. Figure 4.3 shows radioactive counts from the wash 

steps and the elution fractions in the oligo-dT purification procedure. The eluate fractions are 

radioactive, indicating the presence of radio-labeled methionine and hence presence of the 

mRNA-linker-ChBD species. 

 

Resolution of mRNA Display Products by ELFSE: Proof-of-concept 

We have successfully demonstrated the proof of our theoretical analysis based on ELFSCE in the 

context of mRNA display. As described in the earlier section, the smaller ChBD was also put 

into mRNA display using non-radioactive material. An in vitro translation step was carried out, 

followed by oligo d(T) purification. The eluate from the oligo-dT purification was subjected to 

reverse transcription and further purified using a Ni-NTA beads. The flow through (which should 

contain mRNA-cDNA) and the eluate (mRNA-CDNA-ChBD) from the Ni-NTA bead 

purification were mixed and subjected to FSCE with UV detection. As predicted by the ELFSE 

theory, two distinct peaks were observed (Figure 4.4). This result validates our theoretical 

analysis and provides proof-of-concept that FSCE can be used in mRNA display to efficiently 

separate target-bound probes from the unbound probes. 

 

Resolution of Bound and Unbound DNA Probes by ELFSE  

DNA encoding the ribosomal protein L29 (207 bp) from Thermotoga maritima was amplified 

from the genomic DNA using biotinylated primer. DNA encoding Sso7d (from Sulfolobus 

solfataricus) was also PCR-amplified from a pET22b vector containing the coding sequence 

(216 bp long) but with ordinary oligos (not biotinylated). The two DNA samples were mixed to a  
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final concentration of 500 nM each in 1X Tris-Glycine (TG) buffer (Sample 1). Another sample 

containing the same DNA species (500 nM final concentration of each kind) was also prepared 

in 1X TG buffer. However, 5 uM streptavidin (SA) was added into the latter sample (Sample 2). 

The idea was to allow the formation of a complex between biotin and SA. These two species 

were chosen because of the very high affinity of SA for biotin (Kd ≈ 10
-14

 M) [43].  

  

All the CE experiments were performed in a ProteomeLab PA 800 CE instrument (Beckman 

Coulter). Each experiment was performed in triplicate. A bare fused-silica capillary that is 75 um 

in diameter and 60 cm long (50 cm to the detector) was used in all the experiments. The field 

strength was 500 V/cm, injection was at the positive electrode for 5 sec at 0.5 psi. Run buffer 

used was 1X TG. Since a fused-silica capillary was used, EOF (the bulk flow of ions) was 

present in all the experiments. Capillary temperature was maintained at 25
0 

C. At first, Sample 1 

(Sso7d and biotinylated L29) was injected showing the electropherogram depicted in Figure 4.5 

was observed. Next, sample 2 (DNA+SA) was injected in the capillary using the same CE 

conditions. The electropherogram observed in this case is shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

As seen from Figure 4.6, introduction of SA to the DNA species causes two extra peaks to show 

up in comparison to Figure 4.5. There is still a peak at 300 sec which shows the presence of 

DNA that are still eluting at the same time as it did when no SA was present (Figure 4.5 and 

Figure 4.6 are overlaid in Figure 4.7 to prove this point ). However, right before this peak 

corresponding to free DNA, there is now another peak (Figure 4.7, DNA bound to SA) that is 

eluting earlier than free DNA and equal in height of the peak corresponding to free DNA. The  
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identity of this very peak (DNA bound to SA) is evident from two facts, one is that it is eluting 

earlier than free DNA, which is because of a greater electrophoretic mobility of this species 

(DNA bound to SA) arising from the presence of EOF. The second reason that confirms the 

identity of this species is the same height of this peak as that of free DNA. Because, the only 

DNA that could have been bound to streptavidin is the biotinylated L29 which was spiked at the 

same concentration (500 nM) as that of Sso7d. But since the heights of these two peaks are the 

same, it is evident that each peak corresponds to DNA of the same concentration. 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Selection of high affinity probes by mRNA display 

 

 

Figure4.2: Screening of mRNA display library by ELFSE (migration of species is from left to 

right) 
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Figure 4.3: The Elution fraction from oligo (dT) purification showing radioactivity indicating 

the presence of mRNA-linker-ChBD fusion molecule. 

 

Figure 4.4: Separation of Flow through and Eluate of the ChBD mRNA display library 
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Figure 4.5: Electropherogram detecting DNA 

 

 

                Figure 4.6: Electropherogram showing bound and free DNA 
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Figure 4.7: Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 are overlaid to demonstrate the same elution time of free DNA 

in either case. 
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Appendix A: Theoretical analysis of ELFSE 
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Theoretical Analysis of ELFSE 

  
We propose to use protein-DNA probes based on Sso7d for quantification of target species. As 

shown in equation B.2, the theory of ELFSE predicts the change in electrophoretic mobility of a 

protein-DNA probe upon binding a target as following: 

     

    
complex
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probecomplex
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Where, µ = electrophoretic mobility; M = number of bases (or base pairs) in the nucleic acid 

portion; and α = friction contributed by the protein species expressed in terms of the friction of 

one base pair of DNA. Consider the binding of a probe P to its target T forming a complex, C. 

The equilibrium reaction is given by the following, where kon and koff  are the rate constants of 

the association and dissociation reactions respectively. 

  

             
At equilibrium, the following relationship holds 
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Where, dK  is the equilibrium dissociation constant of the binding interaction and eqiX ,
(i = P, T 

or C) are the concentrations at equilibrium. The Krylov group introduced the concept of Non-

Equilibrium Capillary Electrophoresis of Equilibrium Mixture (NECEEM) that can be used to 

theoretically determine the electrophoretic migration of a probe P, it‟s binding target T and the 

complex C, formed by P and T [119, 128, 129]. Briefly, the equilibrium mixture of P and T is 

prepared with P in large excess. The mixture contains three components, P, T and C. A plug of  
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the equilibrium mixture is introduced in the capillary by pressure and the electrophoretic 

separation of all three components take place inside the capillary. The assumption here is that the 

forward reaction (complex formation) is negligible compared to the reverse reaction, the 

dissociation of complex C will take place inside the capillary during NECEEM [128]. The 

following system of partial differential equations can describe the mass transfer of the three 

components with diffusion during NECEEM [128]: 
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Solution to the above equations describe the concentrations as a function of time (t) and distance 

(x), where x is the distance beginning at the injection end and extends throughout the entire 

length of the capillary. Also, pv , Tv  and Cv  are effective velocities of P, T and C respectively; 

PD , TD  and CD  are diffusion coefficients of P, T and C respectively [128]. In developing the 

solution of equations B.5, B.6 and B.7, it has also been assumed that the effective velocities and 

diffusion coefficients are constant during NECEEM [128]. If the length of the plug injected into 

the capillary is l, the initial condition (at t=0) assumed for the three species here is as following: 

 

    P(x)=P0,  T(x)= T0  C(x)=C0  x [130] 
  

  P(x)=0, T(x)= 0 C(x)=0 x [130] 
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Where, P0, T0  and C0 are equilibrium concentrations of P,T and C respectively. Solution of 

equation B.7 is straightforward and can be given by the following eq. [128]: 
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The solution to equations B.5 and B.6 are similar. However, in this case, there are two 

components of the solution namely, 

 

    diseq PxtPxtP  ),(),(   (A.5) 

   and  diseq TxtTxtT  ),(),(   (A.6) 

 

The first terms in the right hand sides of equations B.9 and B.10 i.e. ),( xtPeq  and ),( xtTeq

describe the expression of the equilibrium fraction of the species whereas, the terms disP  and disT  

arise from the dissociation of the complex, C into P and T during NECEEM. Complete solution 

of equations B.5 and B.6 are given below [128]: 
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Where, 
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The above results can be summarized with the help of Figure 4.A.1. Let us consider the FSCE of 

probe, P; target, T and complex C. The equilibrated mixture is introduced as a plug at the inlet to 

the capillary and subjected to capillary electrophoresis. Upon application of an electric field, 

peaks corresponding to the unbound probe P and the target-probe complex C arise in the 

capillary, as shown in Figure 4.A.1. (The target protein T will typically have a significantly 

lower electrophoretic mobility relative to the probe P and complex C.  We do not consider the 

target T for this analysis.) Let us assume that the detector is located right at the exit of the 

capillary. When probe, P is at the detector, C is yet to arrive at the detector. Between the peaks, 

P and C, there is a smear arising from the dissociation of C into P and T.  If the contents of the 

capillary are collected, right after the exit of the „P‟ peak, we will collect all the probes that are 

(i) bound to the target, and (ii) dissociated from the target while migrating through the capillary. 

Figure 4.A.1 (b) shows this collection window. Since the dissociated probes are collected and 

used for analysis, we can use low affinity probes for our analysis (at least up to KD ~ 100 nM as 

per our preliminary analysis). 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 4.A.1: Schematic diagram of a simulation showing the separation of probe and complex 

(migration of species is from right to left) 
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Molecular recognition is the cornerstone in eliciting numerous cellular responses. Antibodies 

have been the key molecule in molecular recognition. Highly specific antibodies for peptide, 

proteins, post-translational modification in proteins have been generated which underscores the 

flexibility of antibodies as binding molecules. Despite the plasticity of antibodies as binders, 

some of their attributes as discussed in chapter 1 limit their use in many applications. This has 

given rise to the alternate protein scaffolds for engineering molecular recognition. While as many 

as 50 non-immunoglobulin proteins have been reported for engineering molecular recognition [1, 

2], there is still room for improvement in terms of melting temperature, resistance to chemical 

denaturation, maintaining structure under extreme pH conditions. Hyperthermophilic protein 

scaffolds are hence good candidates for engineering molecular recognition. We have explored 

the possibility of generating stable binding molecules from up to seven different scaffolds from 

four bacteria and archea. We have shown that binding molecules from five of these seven 

scaffolds can be engineered against fluorescein, C-terminus β-catenin peptide, a cyclic peptide 

BNP32, lysozyme, rabbit IgG and a plant virus nanoparticle without any affinity maturation. 

Yeast surface display and mRNA display in conjunction with Fluorescence Activated Cell 

Sorting (FACS) has been employed for generating these binding molecules. The apparent 

dissociation constant (KD) ranges from hundreds of nanomolar to micromolar. In addition, the 

melting temperature of the binding proteins are > 70
o
 C. These binding proteins are also easy to 

produce in common bacterial expression system in high titer. In addition, we tested MIT, Sso7d 

and Sso6901 mutant for their maintenance of secondary structure by circular dichroism. We have 

also demonstrated the use of an Sso7d mutant for affinity purification of RCNMV, a plant virus 

nanoparticle that has been previously characterized for packaging cancer drug in the viral capsid  
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protein [3, 4]. In addition, we have shown proof-of-concept for biomolecular separation using 

Free Solution Capillary Electrophoresis (FSCE). Taken together, we have generated stable 

hyperthermophilic binding molecules for macromolecular purification. 

 

High throughput screening process was used to isolate the binding molecules from yeast surface 

display. The theoretical diversity obtained by randomizing 12 residues on a scaffold is ~ 10
15

 

whereas even the biggest combinatorial libraries typically have only 10
12

 scaffold mutants. Thus 

any combinatorial screening strategy samples a very small fraction of the theoretical library 

diversity. As a result, in many cases, it is possible that a high-affinity binder may not be present 

in the library. On the other hand, our results show that low affinity binders (at the minimum) can 

be reliably isolated from our “super-library” using magnetic sorting and yeast surface display. 

Hence, “intramolecular avidity” can be taken advantage of to construct high-affinity binders 

from the low affinity binding proteins isolated through magnetic sorting. To elaborate, Consider 

two proteins (A and B) that bind a target at non-overlapping regions separated by a distance do 

(Figure 5.1). Let KD, A and KD, B be the equilibrium dissociation constants of binding of A and B 

to the target respectively. If A and B are tethered to each other through a flexible linker, „L‟ 

amino acids in length, then the resulting “tandem-binder” A-B has a much lower equilibrium 

dissociation constant (KD, A,B) than KD,A or KD, B (i.e., much higher binding strength than A alone 

or B alone). The relationship between KD,A,B, KD,A and KD,B can be obtained from 

thermodynamics as: 
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where [A]eff  is the effective concentration of A close to its binding site when B is bound to the 

target. [A]eff can be calculated as [5], 

 

In this equation, d0 is expressed in A° and „L‟ is number of amino acids in the linker. 

 

At the end of the magnetic selection step described in chapters 2 and 3, all proteins that bind a 

given target (even with low affinities) can be isolated. These proteins are likely derived from 

various starting scaffolds and potentially bind several different epitopes on the target. One an 

create a comprehensive yeast display library of “tandem-binders” by linking proteins pair-wise 

through flexible linkers of variable length (5, 10 or 15 amino acids). Thus if 10
3

 proteins are 

isolated as was shown in chapter 2, the resultant tandem-binder library will be 3x10
6

 in size. 

Tandem-binders consisting of proteins that bind non-overlapping regions on the target will have 

a significantly higher binding affinity for the target and can easily be isolated using flow 

cytometry. 

 

Recent advances in computational design of proteins for altered specificity, affinity, enzymatic 

activity, stability or even de novo protein design is a promising alternative or at least 

complementary to the combinatorial library screening [6]. An extensive review on the progress 

in computational design of proteins can be found here [6]. There have been tremendous 

improvements in recent times in developing algorithms and speeding up the computational  
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expenses required for protein design. A 4-fold speedup was attained by removing atom-atom 

calculations in a trie data structure designed by Lever-Fay, Kuhlman and Snoeyink [7]. Very 

recently, Baker and co-workers have computationally designed proteins against a conserved stem 

region of influenza hemagglutinin [8]. Crystal structure of HB36 in complex with the 1918/H1 

HA showed that the binding interface is nearly identical to that in the computational model. 

Schief, Baker and co-workers have also shown computation-guided grafting of backbone and 

side chains in an unrelated protein scaffold to obtain as high affinity and specificity as the 

neutralizing antibody b12 against HIV gp120 epitope [9]. These findings emphasize the power 

and necessity of computational approaches to protein design. In near future, it is likely that all 

protein engineering problems will be steered by some extent of computational design. 
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Figures 

 

 
Figure 5.1: A tandem binder obtained by linking two proteins binding distinct  

regions on the target 
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